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THE MEANING OF DHARMA AND THE RELATIONSHIP OF
 : SAS:
 APPAYYA DIKS: ITA’S ‘DISCOURSE
THE TWO MIMAM
ON THE REFUTATION OF A UNIFIED KNOWLEDGE
 : SA
 AND UTTARAMIMAM
 : SA’


IMAM
SYSTEM OF PURVAM

Among Sanskrit intellectuals active in the last centuries prior to the
consolidation of colonialism and the introduction into South Asia of
radically diﬀerent knowledge systems, the most remarkable in
southern India, for the breadth of his learning and his striking
innovation in multiple disciplines, was Appayya Diks: ita.1 His literary
activity fell in the last half of the 16th century, possibly extending into
the early 17th. But astonishingly little hard information about his life
is available, despite the fact that scores of works attributed to him are
extant.2 What is known more or less for certain can ﬁt on a single
printed page (and that page has recently been written, in the introduction to a new edition and translation of one of Appayya’s linguistic treatises).3 Both the breadth of his learning and the quality of
his innovation are fully on display in two works, one truly grand, the
other more modest, that deserve to be far better known than they are.

The ﬁrst is the Caturmatasarasam
: graha, ‘Compendium of Essential
Tenets of the Four Schools’, a monumental review of the four major
Ved
anta systems of Appayya’s time, and, so far as I am aware, the
only such systematic account ever produced in the premodern period
(it is the Humvee to the Kia of Madhava’s doxographical epitomes in
the Sarvadar
sanasam
: graha). These remarkable verse compositions
(except in the case of the second, which is in prose) set out in

accordance with the topics of the Brahmasutra
(BS) text the major
 Visis: :tadvaita (Naya

 i),
tenets of Dvaita (in the Nyayamukt
aval
 advaita (Nayaman: imal
 a),
 Saiv
 a),
 and Advaita (Nay
mayukham
alik
amañjari), in what is probably an evaluative sequence.4 The second is

the
work
under
consideration
here,
the
Purvottar : sav
 adanaks

 a,
 ‘The Milky Way of Discourses on
amimam
: atramal
Mim
am
a and Ved
anta.’ We might better capture the spirit if not the
: s
letter of the title by translating it ‘Collected Essays in the Prior and
Posterior Analytics’, or perhaps instead, with a nod to Gadamer rather
than Aristotle, ‘. . . in Philosophical and Theological Hermeneutics’.
Journal of Indian Philosophy 32: 769–811, 2004.
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‘Essays’, however, I mean quite seriously: the genre here is a new one,
presenting a series of independent studies (a set of twenty-seven) of
particular and often very abstruse topics in the two systems.5
The relationship between P
urvammam
: sa and Uttarammam
: sa
ﬂagged in Appayya’s title is the object of a long-standing debate in
many Ved
anta schools.6 Both knowledge systems ground themselves
on the authority of the Veda, and employ many of the same exegetical
principles to make sense of the Vedic textual corpus. Yet their
semantics and pragmatics, so to speak – what they understood the
texts to mean and how they proceeded to act upon that understanding – appeared to many traditional thinkers to be radically
incommensurable, and ﬁnding a way to reconcile them was a serious
challenge. Indeed, their problematic relationship is embodied in the
very nomenclature that links them, in the diﬀerentiation itself of a
‘posterior’ from a ‘prior’ dar
sana, like that of a ‘new’ from an
‘old’ testament. Viewed more historically, the nomenclature seems
likely to have emerged out of the dispute that hinges on this relationship and that forms the central problem of Appayya’s essay
translated here.
Whatever may be the earlier history of the terminology (and I am
unaware that it has ever been clearly traced), we ﬁnd it distinctly if

still inchoately articulated in the text that forms the purvapaks
: a of
 ibh
 as
: ya of Ramanuja (11–12th
Appayya’s account, namely the Sr
 of the
century). R
am
anuja’s summary of the purpose of the ﬁrst sutra
 as
 utra)

BS (the jij~
nas
runs as follows: ‘Since the fruit of works known
 : sap
 urvabh


through the prior part of the Mmam
aga)
is
: sa (mimam
limited and non-permanent, and since the fruit of the knowledge of
brahma – which knowledge is to be reached through the latter part

(uparitanabhaga)
of the Mmam
: sa – is unlimited and permanent; for
this reason brahma ‘‘is to be known’’, after the knowledge of works
has previously taken place’.7 It may not be without some further
signiﬁcance to determining this terminological history that in the
summary contained in Bodhayana’s vr: tti (early centuries C.E.?)
reproduced by R
am
anuja there is no mention of ‘prior’ and ‘latter’.
But that does not mean that the problem of the relationship of the
two knowledge systems was not already on the table. Indeed, what

the Vr: ttik
ara insists on is precisely the unity (aika
sastrya),
as

 iR
am
anuja puts it: ‘He [Bodhayana] will declare later on ‘‘This sar
8
raka-doctrine is integrated (sam
: hitam) with Jaimini’s doctrine so as

to make up 16 adhyayas’’
– that is, the Treatise of Twelve Chapters,
 : sas
 utras

or the Mımam
(MS) of Jaimini, and the Treatise of Four
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Chapters, or the BS of Vyasa Badarayan: a, should be taken together
as constituting a single work of Sixteen Chapters; ‘this proves the two
to constitute one body of doctrine’.9
Whereas R
am
anuja provides a range of reasons in his commentary
on BS 1.1.1 why the ‘latter part’ of Mmam
: sa requires the ‘earlier’, he
nowhere seems to base this on the notion that the deﬁnition and
 of the
nature of dharma, the subject of the major thesis (pratij~
na)
 dharP
urvamm
am
a (‘Now, then, the inquiry into dharma’, athato
: s
 a),
 comprise not only its declared topic, karma, but also
majij~
nas
brahma, whose deﬁnition and nature form the subject of the major
thesis of the Uttaramm
am
: sa (‘Now, then, the inquiry into brahma’,
 brahmajij~
 a).
 Arguing out this theorem appears to have been
athato
nas
the contribution of R
amanuja’s great commentator of the early 14th

sika.
 It is that commentator
century, Sudarsanas
uri in his Srutaprak
a
whom Appayya has squarely in his sights when deﬁning the limits of
the term dharma and critiquing the doctrine of the uniﬁed knowledge
systems.10 There can be no doubt whatever about Appayya’s conclusion itself: ‘Therefore, given that contradiction between the two
systems – with respect to primary meanings and end-results – ever
rears its head, even the rumor that they form a single knowledge
system can gain no standing in the thoughts of the learned’ (sam
:graha
sloka 13 infra). What is unclear, to me at least, is whether this
should be taken as representing Appayya’s personal view, given the
complexities that remain to be disentangled. Not least of these is the
 ikan: :tha, the founder of the Saiv
 advaita Vedanta system to
fact that Sr
which Appayya apparently subscribed, declares explicitly ‘We do not
hold that the two systems, the analysis of dharma and the analysis of
brahma, are completely diﬀerent; on the contrary, we hold that they
form a single knowledge system’.11 One thing beyond dispute,
however, is that Appayya’s rejection of the theory should not taken
as intended to undermine the validity of Vedanta itself. As he declares
 ikan: :thasivacarya’s text, what refuting the
in his commentary on Sr
unity of the two systems is meant in fact to provide is scope for the
commencement of the BS.12
Whatever his own views may have been on the points of intersection and separation in the two knowledge systems, Appayya’s
work is a valuable index of P
urvammam
: sa thinking on the problem
of the scope of dharma, the system’s very keyword. Indeed, the way
the essay frames the term’s meaning is crucial. Here and there
throughout the history of Mmam
: sa an anxiety is almost palpable
concerning the potential expansion of dharma’s semantic ﬁeld, about
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its slippage or spread or appropriation. The present collection
of essays is eloquent testimony to how very real the possibility of this
extension was – an extension that, in the view of Mmam
: sa, was
wholly unwarranted. To one of the preeminent thinkers of the earlymodern period in Indian intellectual history, dharma meant ﬁrst and
foremost what it meant for the Mimam
: sa system from the beginning:
ritual action based on transcendentally authoritative texts, the Veda.

 a as yet another attempt
And it is hard not to see his Vadanaks
: atramal
in the long history of attempts by Mmam
: sa to maintain its
monopoly over this primeval deﬁnition against actual historical
encroachments.
Rather than dismissing the development as ‘encroachment’, however, we do better to link this to what the Egyptologist Jan Assmann
has called ‘subversive inversion’, a process of transvaluation of
semantic and conceptual goods across socio-religious boundaries
found in many times and places. It is richly illustrated in Indian
history, especially by Buddhists in their appropriation of vaidika
categories and concepts – preeminent among them dharma itself.13
The most remarkable attempt in Sanskrit intellectual history to arrest
this process of subversion by delimiting in the strictest possible terms
what does and does not count as dharma and to defend the proposition that its sole source is the Veda is oﬀered by Kumarila in his

Tantravarttika
on MS 1.3. There he observes that, like spoiled children who hate their parents, the Buddhists refuse, out of shame and
resentment at any competing foundational claim, to acknowledge
that every metaphysical truth in their system – anything concerning
dharma – must be derived from the Veda.14
We do not have to go outside the vaidika world, broadly viewed, to
ﬁnd evidence of this process of extension as well as of Mmam
: sa
angst. A well-known example is in fact the term veda itself, which
forms the textual reference point of the system. Despite Mmam
: sa’s
constantly reiterated restrictions on the category (the vidhi, ar


thavada,
mantra, and namadheya
of the R
: k, Yajus, and Sama
sam
: hitas), ‘Veda’ too was a category ever at risk of illegitimate
expansion. Think only of Jayantabhat: :ta’s elaborate defense (in the

fourth chapter of the Nyayama~
njari) of the Artharvaveda as a fourth
 arata’s

(or as he says, actually the ﬁrst) Veda, or of the Mahabh
famous claim to constitute a ‘ﬁfth Veda’, or of the tendency of the
Upanishadic corpus toward almost inﬁnite expansion. One ﬁnal
related point may be made here. Mmam
: sa itself was a prime source
for terms and categories that either through inversion or extension
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became keywords in Indian culture at large. The very idea of smr: ti,
for instance, or so I have suggested, originated with Mmam
: sa – as a
Vedic text no longer extant, no longer actually still being ‘heard’
(
sruti) in its original wording during recitation, but existing only as a
‘memory’ (smr: ti) of the original, and in new wording – and migrated
thence to the wider intellectual universe, again despite Mmam
: sa’s
attempt to delimit the genre. Precisely the same thing could be
demonstrated for other expressions and ideas, such as that core

component of dharma, purus: artha
itself.15
Much remains to be explored in reference to Appayya’s project in
 a,
 both within the general context of early-modern
the Naks: atramal
Indian intellectual practices and discursive styles, and speciﬁcally in
the Auseinandersetzung with Visis: :tadvaita, to say nothing of the detailed problems that confront us in just making sense of the text. The
present essay has been ripped somewhat untimely from the womb so
as to provide to this collection of reﬂections on the history of the
concept of dharma one important local attempt to make sense of the
term and its limits near the end of the creative period of Sanskrit
intellectual history. It is especially valuable for us to encounter the
actual arguments of those for whom dharma was a living reality, and
who themselves struggled to understand its nature and the claims it
made upon them. In my eﬀort to make these arguments heard I have
striven to provide a translation as readable and usable as possible,
though the text is one that does not always yield its meaning readily,
or oﬀer easy solutions to its stylistic complexity.16
 am
 : sa

The Discourse on the Refutation of a Uniﬁed Knowledge System of Purvam
im
 : itan
 am
 : sa (appayyadiks
: am
 : purvottaram
 : sav
 adanaks

 an

and Uttaramımam
im
: atramal
 aika


 :)
tarbhavysastryanir
akaran
: avadah

[235] Accordingly, insofar as brahma has been proved [in the previous
discourse]17 to exist as the ultimate referent of all language, it must of
necessity also be the referent of the word dharma, which is used to
refer to ritual action’s (karma) being a means to otherworldly good
(alaukika
sreyah: ). Moreover, brahma must be directly expressed by
the word dharma by reason of the semantic relation just noted. This is
so because Mim
am
: sakas argue that the meaning of the word dharma,
insofar as it is held to be used in reference to a thing’s being a means
of securing the good as understood from the Veda, must refer to class
categories, properties, and substances no less than to ritual actions.
[Thus Kum
arila:] ‘It will be established that class categories, properties, and substances are dharma. Even though these are perceptible
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entities [whereas dharma is imperceptible], it is not in their sensory
form that they are dharma. Their being means of securing the good is
cognized from the Veda alone [and not from perception]; and it is in
that form that they are dharma, and so beyond the realm of the

[of the
senses’.18 Thus, the word dharma used in the [ﬁrst] sutra
P
urvamim
am
s
a
system],
‘Now,
then,
the
inquiry
into
dharma’
[MS
:
1.1.1] must comprise brahma, and brahma must therefore also be an
object of the examination of dharma that Jaimini [the author of the
 to undertake. To
 states as his main thesis (pratij~
MS] in that sutra
na)
examine whether or not this is in fact the case is the reason for
initiating the following discourse.
Our opponents, who argue that brahma is the object of the
examination of dharma, attempt to prove this by the following syllogism:

[purvapaks
: a] brahma – its true nature, the sources of knowledge about it, the means
of attaining it, and the end-results of doing so – is an object of Jaimini’s proposed
examination, because brahma is a means of attaining otherworldly good, just like
ritual action itself.

The long qualiﬁcation beginning ‘its true nature’ is meant to preclude the possibility of the above inference being [vitiated by the
fallacy of] proving what has already been proved, since brahma, in its
character of being a deity in general (since it is included as such in the
‘oﬀerings to the constellations’ [naks: atres: :ti] and other similar rites),
would already have to be [1] an object of Jaimini’s examination of
whether or not the deity is predominant or subordinate [in its relation
to the act of sacriﬁce]; or, in that same character, [2] an object of his
examination of the question whether or not deities have the right to
engage in ritual action. [236] This is the ﬁrst position in the debate.

[siddhanta]
Now the second position. Were brahma the object of
Jaimini’s proposed examination of dharma, one would have expected
the examination of brahma to occur at the beginning of his work, but
we do not ﬁnd that to be the case. Nor is it possible to suppose that
the great sage wanted to undertake an examination of brahma but
was somehow impeded from doing so, or simply forgot. This is a sage
who analyzed the whole ﬁeld of ritual action – its true nature, the
sources of knowledge about it, the means of attaining it, and the endresults of doing so – in the Treatise of Twelve Chapters [i.e., the MS],
and who, noticing that certain interpretive principles used in that text

were not explicitly given in sutra
form, produced the

Sam
kars
an
ak
an
d
a
as
a
supplement
to
the
Treatise
in order to gather
:
: :
::
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these principles together. How then are we to suppose that he either
was impeded from examining, or just plain forgot to examine brahma? Nor can it be claimed that the analysis of the true nature of
brahma, the sources of knowledge about it, the means of attaining it,
and the end-results of doing so was accomplished by the same principles used to examine ritual action, and for this reason no separate
examination of brahma had to be provided. That the interpretive
principles used for the analysis of sentences concerned with brahma
are distinct from those used for sentences concerned with dharma is
proved by the fact that the latter were systematized in the Treatise of
Four Chapters [i.e., the BS]. Nor is it possible to believe that the stated
thesis of examining brahma can be brought to fruition only on the
assumption that the Treatise of Twelve Chapters and the Treatise of
Four Chapters form a single knowledge system. There is no valid
reason to believe that they do form one system: they have diﬀerent
authors (vaktr: ); their introductions containing the statement of their
major theses (pratij~
nopakrama) concern the examination of dharma
on the one hand and brahma on the other, and they were undertaken
to frame analytic principles regarding positive and negative objectives
that are mutually distinct. [237] Hence, the inference given above is
blocked. [This can be shown by a counter-syllogism:] brahma [an
already existent thing] is not expressed [by the word dharma] as
something to be accomplished [i.e., an action] is so expressed, because
it is something diﬀerent from ritual action, just as a pot [is not expressed, being diﬀerent from ritual action.]

[purvapaks
: a] Now the third position. My inference is not blocked,
because it is possible for the theses [of the MS and the BS]19 to be
brought to fruition only by the supposition that [Mimam
: sa and
Ved
anta] form a single knowledge system. And there are factors
lending support to such a supposition, such as the fact that both
works are commentaries on a single text, namely the Veda. Nor does
the fact of their having diﬀerent authors militate against this supposition: the exegeses of Vamana and Jayaditya, for example, even
though the authors are diﬀerent, form a single knowledge system,
insofar as they are a commentary on a single work, namely [Pan: ini’s]
grammar. Nor do their introductions containing the statement of
their major theses regarding dharma on the one hand and brahma on
the other block my inference: the word dharma refers equally to
karma and brahma, and when the thesis of the Treatise of Twelve
 anya)

Chapters, which is [thus] common (sam
to the Treatise of Four
Chapters, has been dealt with, it stands to reason that thereafter, after
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the examination of karma, we should have a reference to the sub
 that is: ‘Now, then, the inquiry into brathesis (avantarapratij~
na),
hma’, just as we have [the reference to another sub-thesis in the
continuation of the MS], ‘Now, then, the inquiry into what is subsidiary’ [MS 3.1.1]. Nor is the inference blocked by the argument that
[the two systems] frame analytical principles that are mutually distinct. That there should be a distinction in analytical principles

(nyaya)
in accordance with [diﬀerences in the] objects to be analyzed
makes perfectly good sense. We ﬁnd in the Treatise of Twelve
Chapters itself that distinct analytical principles are framed in
accordance with the objects to be analyzed, such as the division of
ritual action [MS 2], the relationship of dominant and subsidiary
elements in a rite [MS 3], and so forth. Thus, my inference is not
blocked, whereas yours is ineﬀectual.

[siddhanta]
Now the fourth position. I do not mean, by saying that
the principles are ‘distinct’, merely that they are diﬀerent. I mean that
they are contradictory. [238] And this contradiction is a matter of
common knowledge, given that, in the Treatise of Four Chapters, we
ﬁnd that Jaimini’s doctrines are generally presented as the prima
facie view to be refuted. These are two knowledge systems, initiated
by two diﬀerent authors relying on two contradictory doctrines, and
it is impossible therefore to suppose that they were produced as a
single system by these same two men in unanimity. As for the word
dharma, it is used in counterpoint to brahma as referring to sacriﬁce

and other ritual action in the sutra
‘Jaimini [thinks] for the same
reasons that dharma [is what brings about the fruits of actions]’ [BS
3.2.40],20 which is contained in the topic ‘From him [i.e., the Lord,
there comes] the fruit [of works]; for [that only] is possible’ [BS

3.2.38]. Moreover, the great sage Apastamba
uses the word dharma
only in the sense of action to be performed such as sacriﬁce, when he
says, ‘Dharma and adharma do not wander about saying ‘‘Here we
are!’’ Nor do the gods and gandharvas or the ancestors proclaim

‘‘This is dharma, that is adharma’’.21 Rather, it is what the aryas
commend to see performed that is dharma, and what they condemn is

adharma’ [ADS
1.7.6]. In accordance with his view, therefore, the

word [dharma] contained in the sutra
on the inquiry into dharma
must be admitted to refer to sacriﬁce and other such action to be

performed. And so it is unreasonable to suppose that the two sutras,
one on the inquiry into dharma and the other on the inquiry into
brahma, can be distinguished as referring to a thesis that is common
to both systems [MS 1.1.1] and to one meant to be a sub-thesis
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 aran
 : av
 antarapratij~



[BS 1.1.1] (sadh
naparatvavibh
aga).
Therefore, your
inference is blocked, and mine is not ineﬀectual, because anything
that, under a given description, cannot be performed can have no
connection, under that description, with being taken in the sense of
the word dharma, since this denotes actions that are to be performed.

[purvapaks
: a] Now the ﬁfth position. It is not proved that the doctrines of Jaimini and Vy
asa stand in contradiction with each other. In
some places in the Treatise of Four Chapters Jaimini’s doctrine is not
in fact presented as the prima facie view to be refuted. With respect to

the topic dealing with human goals (purus: artha)
[239], the prima facie
 containing a repudiation of brahma, ‘On account of [the Self]
sutra
standing in a supplementary relation [to ritual action], [the statements
as to the fruits of the knowledge of the Self] must be narrative portions

(arthavadas)
[in praise of action], thus Jaimini believes’ [BS 3.4.2] is a
restatement, not of Jaimini’s own position, but rather of a position

[and that does
that he22 includes as a supplement (abhyuccayavada)
not therefore necessarily reﬂect his own views]. And that is why, in

such sutras
as ‘To the highest [brahma] [the souls are led], so Jaimini
believes, owing to this being the principal sense [of the word brahma]’
[BS 4.3.12], we ﬁnd a restatement of a position as belonging to Jaimini
that proceeds precisely by way of recognizing brahma.23 Similarly, the

sutra
‘Jaimini [considers that scriptural passages mentioning those
stages of life in which celibacy is obligatory contain] a reference only
to those stages; they are not injunctions; for [other scriptural passages]
forbid [those stages]’ [BS 3.4.18] restates a repudiation of ascetic
renunciation merely provided as a supplement by Jaimini; it is not a

restatement of his own settled view. Accordingly, in the sutra
‘But
of him who has become that [i.e., entered onto a higher life-stage]
there is no becoming not that [i.e., descending to a lower stage],
according to Jaimini also. . .’ [BS 3.4.40], it is shown that Jaimini also
disapproves of any deviation from renunciation once a person has
renounced. Thus elsewhere as well, in each individual case [apparent]
contradiction may be resolved through interpretation. Moreover, the
use of the word dharma to refer uniquely to something to be per adh
 aran
 : ya) is also unproved. We ﬁnd it used to
formed (anus: :theyas
 aran
 : yokteh: ) in the
refer generally to the Blessed One (bhagavatsadh
 arata:

Mahabh
The sages who know the Veda and the people who know the transcendent Self say
that Krishna, the great one, is the eternal dharma [MBh. 3.86.22 crit. ed.].
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Thus, because [1] real contradiction between the two knowledge
systems does not exist; or, [2] even if contradiction were thought
somehow to be present, an actual refusal to recognize brahma is not

expressed in any sutra
in the Treatise of Twelve Chapters ; and [3]
because the word dharma is common to the topics of both systems
[karma and brahma] – for all these reasons, there are no grounds for
refusing to accept that they form a single system even though the
authors are diﬀerent. Thus, your inference is indeed ineﬀectual,
insofar as something not performed can very well be an object of
Jaimini’s proposed examination, since the word dharma is found used
in reference to such things.

[240] [siddhanta]
Now the sixth position. The statement that there
is no contradiction is unproved. There is an undeniable contradiction
between accepting brahma or renunciation and rejecting them.
 that presents Jaimini’s
Moreover, one cannot maintain that the sutra
acceptance of both brahma and renunciation is an indictor that this
acceptance of the two constitutes his real settled view. For this situation can be accounted for diﬀerently: Jaimini’s thought is being

represented as self-contradictory and introduced in the Brahmasutra
with the intention of showing its unacceptability for that reason,
according to the interpretive principal enunciated in the topic ‘On
S
am
: khya’: ‘And moreover [the Sam
: khya doctrine] is objectionable on
account of its contradictions’ [BS 2.2.10].
It is also illogical to state that, while granting that Jaimini and
B
adar
ayan: a may stand in contradiction with each other over certain
 adis
 : u) such as the acceptance or rejection of
either/or issues (aikanty
brahma, still, insofar as the rejection of brahma and so on is never

actually enunciated in any single sutra
in the Treatise of Twelve
Chapters, that treatise does not therefore stand in contradiction with
the Treatise of Four Chapters and so can reasonably be said to form a
single knowledge system with it. The reason this argument is illogical

is because it does not prove that the principal aims [of the two sastras]
do not stand in contradiction with each other.
(1) For example, when Jaimini proposes a description of the means
 ‘An investigation of the conditions [of
of knowing dharma in the sutra
knowing] it’ (MS 1.1.3), the description of these means oﬀered in his
ﬁrst chapter is already in contradiction [with the BS]. To explain: One


purvapaks
reads ‘Since the purpose of the Veda lies in the
: a sutra
enjoining of actions, those parts of the Veda that do not serve that
purpose are purposeless; and with regard to those parts the Veda
must be said to be non-eternal [unreliable]’ [MS 1.2.1].24 This means
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that scripture in its entirety, if it is to culminate in something purposeful, must of necessity have some action as its purpose. Those
portions of scripture not having that purpose – that is, portions
whose purpose is not action insofar as they are not concerned with
action-sentences (an action-sentence is something like ‘He who desires prosperity should sacriﬁce a white animal dedicated to the Wind
Deity’) – are said to be ‘purposeless’, that is, without any function.
[241] Therefore, it is claimed [in the prima facie view] that the whole
range of sentences that do not have action as their purpose have no
 thus understood the MS goes on to
validity. On the basis of this sutra
raise a doubt about the validity of the narrative portions of the Ve

das. The siddhanta
sutra
on this topic reads ‘Since [these narrative
portions] form single discursive units with commandments, [they can
acquire validity] through the purpose of commending [the actions

that actually are the object of commandments]’ [MS 1.2.7]. This sutra
means that narrative portions concerned with already-accomplished
entities can have a purpose by way of the function of commending
commandments [that is, substantiating their credibility, value, etc.],
since these portions form discursive units with commandment sen thus understood, the validity of such
tences. On the basis of this sutra

portions of the Vedas is established in the topic ‘On the arthavada’
[MS 1.2.1-18] insofar as these do form single discursive units with
commandments. And this position is corroborated in the topic ‘On
the audumbara post’ [MS 1.2.19-25]) by referring back to the matter

raised in ‘On the arthavada’
when it is said, ‘But the fact of such
sentences being taken along with other sentences has already been
explained [i.e., the narrative passages are to be taken along with other
injunctive passages]’ [MS 1.2.22]. Now, if the proposed inquiry into
dharma were meant to be inclusive of an inquiry into brahma, then the
proposed description of the means of knowing dharma given in the

sutra
‘An investigation of the conditions [of knowing] it’ would be
inclusive of a description of the means of knowing brahma. And if
that were in fact the case, then, given the doubt about the purposelessness of non-action matters, this [purposelessness] would have to
have been refuted [in the MS] by the following sort of division: that
the validity of some would be established by their being considered
supplementary to commandments regarding acts like sacriﬁce that
are means to ends, and the validity of others, by their promulgating
entities such as brahma that are ends in themselves. There are additional substantive contradictions raised elsewhere in the epistemology
chapter that would have to have been reconciled.
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(2) Likewise, a topic in the eighth chapter [beginning] ‘When there
is [apparent] conﬂict [between commandments], the procedure should
be determined by the sacriﬁcial substance, since the act as such bears
upon the substance’ [MS 8.1.32-34] is introduced in order to ascertain
that the procedure to be followed in the case of the cake oﬀering to
the god Indra should be that of the rite of cake oﬀerings to the Fire
god, given the identity of sacriﬁcial substances; rather than the procedure of other rites relating to Indra using other substances, given
the identity of the deity in question. Here the reasoning approved by
Jaimini is that ‘deity’ is a secondary element, since it is merely a
verbal referent. Yet this view stands in contradiction with the view of
Vy
asa [242]. In Vy
asa’s system, in the topic ‘On the deity’ [BS 1.3.26
ﬀ.], it is maintained that the deities are actually present in the sacriﬁcial space and are to be considered predominant elements since they
are consumers of the oblation.
(3) Another example: In a topic in the second chapter, ‘Commandment, however, is an undertaking’ [MS 2.1.5],25 Jaimini has
maintained that ritual action produces its end-results by means of a

‘transcendental potency’, apurva.
That position is contradicted by
Vy
asa’s as expressed in the topic ‘From him [i.e., the Lord, there
comes] the fruit [of works]; for [that only] is possible’ [BS 3.2.38].

There he argues that it is [not apurva
but] the supreme Lord who
bestows the end-results when his grace is gained by ritual action and
worship. What we have therefore is a contradiction between the two
knowledge systems themselves [and not just between their authors].
(4) There is also a contradiction between them occasioned by the
repudiation of brahma and renunciation. To explain: There are discourses [in the BS] concerning brahma, such as ‘That art Thou’, which
make known the identity of brahma and the individual soul. Now, by
the Mim
am
a rule ‘Because it forms a single discursive unit with a
: s
commandment’ [MS 1.2.7], whereby a discourse unrelated to action is
held to be supplementary to a commandment [of action], these discourses are said to be supplementary to a commandment to perform
worship. Acts of worship, for their part, by another Mimam
: sa
interpretive principle (on ‘sprinkling’ [MS 2.1.9-12]), become supplementary to sacriﬁcial rites insofar as they purify a ritual substance,
namely, the agent himself who is engaged in the rite. [This is so for the
 : matra)

following reason:] An agent pure and simple (kartr
is something common [to both ritual action and] worldly action, since
worldly action is possible even if the Self is held to be identical to
the body.26 [Nevertheless] the Self referred to as an element to be
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puriﬁed by worship in those Vedanta [i.e., Upanishadic] passages that
are not found in the context of any speciﬁc ritual activity, such as
‘One should worship the Self ’, must have an existence separate from
the body: this is presupposed by the commandment to sacriﬁce as
well as by the Self ’s being said to be an enjoyer of heavenly rewards.
This Self is thus necessarily connected with ritual acts; and thus, by
way of both [the syntactical association of the Self-as-agent with the
act to be performed] and the scriptural passage ‘One that is performed with knowledge. . .’ [CU 1.1.10], it makes sense to connect
these [acts of worship] with ritual acts.27
It will not do to object that acts of worship of the Self cannot be
supplementary to a sacriﬁcial rite because brahma [=the Self] is
proved to transcend the individual soul in view of the scripture that
ascribes to brahma qualities such as absolute purity that are
unimaginable in the individual soul [243]. For Jaimini established a
hard and fast rule that all non-action discourses must be taken as
supplementary to commandments, and only by violating this rule in
the topic ‘On coherence’ [BS 1.1.4 ﬀ.] could the [passages of the]
Ved
anta pretend to acquire validity independent of action. And it is,
after all, only when this putative validity is established with respect to
brahma and its qualities – by means of indications of general purport
such as [congruence with] an introductory passage (upakrama) – that
brahma can even be proved to transcend the individual soul through
qualities such as absolute purity. But according to the view of Jaimini, the mention of such qualities is only supplementary to ritual
commandments: the description of them has in fact the purpose of
commending the individual soul, and it is this that provides for the
coherence of the discourse as a whole. Who would dispute this? We
ﬁnd in various mantras and narrative passages of the Veda commendatory descriptions of unimaginable qualities of one entity or
another that is connected with the ritual, as in the following: ‘Do not
scratch the heaven with your index ﬁnger, nor harm the atmosphere
with your middle, O origin of the earth’; ‘Let your smoke ascend to
the heaven, your ﬂame to the atmosphere; ﬁll the earth with your
 a ’; ‘The seasons are devoid of sin’; ‘This universe was waash, svah
ter’.28
Moreover, when brahma has been repudiated, the means of
attaining brahma, namely renunciation, has likewise been repudiated.
And this is why Mm
am
: sakas commonly hold that renunciation is
nothing but a ruse for self-advancement29 on the part of those disqualiﬁed from participating in ritual action, blind people, for example,
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or cripples. It is therefore incorrect to hold that there is no contradiction between these two knowledge systems.
(5) It is also incorrect to hold that the word dharma ultimately
expresses the same thing as the word brahma. It is perfectly reason arata

able to assume that the purpose of the Mahabh
sentence you
cited earlier – ‘They say Krishna, the great one, is the eternal dharma’
– is commendation, just like the sentence ‘Rama is dharma incarnate’.
Therefore my inference is not blocked, [244] and yours is indeed
ineﬀectual.

[purvapaks
: a] Now the seventh position. My inference is not blocked
for the following reasons: (1) It is possible to avoid the contradiction
revealed in the description of the means of knowing [dharma] found in
 am
 : sas
 utra

the ﬁrst chapter of the Mim
in the following way: In the

P
urvamim
am
s
a
,
it
is
true
that
the
premises
of validity and the doubt
:
about the lack of validity of non-action passages (on the grounds that
they would be purposeless) would seem to apply equally to discourses
concerning brahma. But whereas Jaimini enunciated an argument for
validity with respect to narrative portions that are supplementary30 to
commandments of ritual action – namely, that they have their purposefulness precisely through such supplementation – he hid his
intention with regard to the discourses on brahma, and did not openly
broach the argument for validity [that he really did believe, namely]
that these have intrinsic (svata eva) validity, irrespective of their
supplementing commandments of ritual action, because their object is
brahma, which in itself is the supreme human goal.
(2) It is possible to avoid the contradiction cited for the topic in the
eighth chapter. In the settled view of this topic, ‘When there is conﬂict. . .’ [MS 8.1.32], the argument is not that the deity is a subsidiary
element, because then there would be no diﬀerence between a substance’s being a subsidiary element and a deity’s being such. Rather,

the fundamental argument (mulayukti)
of the passage is indicated by

the rest of the sutra,
‘since the act as such bears upon the substance’:
The identity in the sacriﬁcial substances is decisive because what we
see pertaining to these substances is the ritual act itself, which has the
form of the oﬀering of such substances: It is the substance and not the
deity that we actually see being oﬀered up.31
(3) It is possible to avoid the contradiction in the topic ‘Commandment, however, is an undertaking’ [MS 2.1.5]. Here it is only
said that there exists an instrumentality of ritual action. It is not


maintained that apurva
and apurva
alone is the instrument while
dismissing the role of the Lord’s grace.
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(4) It is possible to avoid the doubts about, among other things, the
repudiation of brahma. The rule ‘Because it forms a single discursive
unit with a commandment’ [MS 1.2.7] is concerned with establishing
the authoritativeness only of narrative discourses like ‘The Wind is
the swiftest. . .’ [245] and so on, by their supplementation of commandments; it is not concerned with discourses dealing with brahma.
(5) Last, it is unreasonable to assume that the statement in the

Bharata
has merely the purpose of commendation. According to the

Bharata,
the word dharma expresses merely a means to other-worldly
good, and so it can be used equally to refer to brahma. The
assumption that the accurate use of dharma requires additional
modiﬁers such as the fact of being something commanded or performable, so that its primary expressive power should exclude brahma, lacks explanatory parsimony, and is thereby vitiated. Therefore,
my inference is not blocked, whereas yours is ineﬀectual.

[siddhanta]
Now the eighth position. First of all, your resolution of
the contradiction [between the MS and] the matter in the ﬁrst chapter
[of the BS] is incorrect. It is ridiculous to assume that Jaimini, after
having resolved doubts about the authoritativeness of some discourses not concerned with action, should have ‘hidden his intention’
with respect to other similar discourses [i.e., those of the Upanis: ads],
 anyapratij~


given that the general thesis (sam
nana)
[regarding authoritative knowledge about dharma] and doubt about lack of authoritative knowledge applies equally to both. Jaimini established the
authoritativeness with regard to dharma of the Veda in all its four
parts – commandments, narrative portions, mantras, and proper

names – and in their speciﬁc modalities (saprakaram)
[by directly
commanding, by commending, and so on], and went on to establish
the authoritativeness of Vedic texts remembered (smr: ti) and of the
practices of those learned in the Veda to the degree necessary there [in
MS 1]. Now, how are we to believe that the same man proposed an
analysis of the means of knowing dharma, in common with [in your
view] an analysis of the means of knowing brahma, and raised certain
doubts about the authoritativeness [of some discourses on dharma]
because of their apparent purposelessness – something common also
to those narrative portions of the Vedanta section that are concerned
with brahma – but only resolved the doubts about the narrative
portions that are supplementary to action, and not those related
to the narrative portions of the Vedanta that are concerned with
brahma? Why would anyone who understands the principles of

interpretation (nyayavid)
place trust in such empty speculation? [246].
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Furthermore, the thesis of examining dharma and the thesis of
examining the means of knowledge about it apply [according to your
view] to both ritual action as well as to brahma and the worship of
brahma equally. Now, in the topic ‘On narrative portions’ [MS 1.2.1
18], one of the sutras
that state the prima facie view reads ‘Because of
the purposelessness [that would be entailed] of other [enjoined ac is not only those passages
tions]’ [MS 1.2.4].32 The target of this sutra
that narrate the end-results of commandments for ritual action (such
as ‘By means of the ﬁnal oblation one attains all desires’) but also
those passages that narrate the end-results of commandments for
worship, since the objection, the ‘purposelessness of other [enjoined
actions]’, applies equally to both. Thus:
[1] If the narrative of the end-result of the ‘Praj
apati Wisdom’ [CU 8.7.1] – ‘He
attains all worlds and all desires who understands in accordance with a knowledge of
this Self ’ – were meant to be taken literally, then the worship of the ‘brahma consisting of bliss’ would be pointless, since that is described in scripture as merely for
the purpose of attaining all desires (‘He enjoys all desire’ [TU 2.1.1]); the worship of
the ‘subtle’ (dahara) [CU 8.1.1 ﬀ.] would be equally pointless, since it is described in
scripture as merely for the purpose of attaining all worlds (‘Those [worshippers]
become able to wander at will through all worlds’).
[2] If by the aforementioned acts of worship one attained not only all worlds and all
desires but also liberation, then the ‘Wisdom of the Honey’ [CU 3.1] whose endresult is the attainment of liberation along with pure pleasure of the sort enjoyed by

the Vasus, Rudras, Adityas,
Maruts, and S
adhyas; the ‘Upakosala Wisdom’ [CU
4.10], whose end-result is liberation preceded by the attainment of the three worlds
(the Garhapatya and so on); the ‘Aks: ara Wisdom’ [BAU 3.8.7 ﬀ.] and all others
whose end-result is liberation pure and simple, without the addition of one or another enjoyment contingent on the attainment of a particular world – all these would
be pointless.
[3] Now consider the person authorized to perform worship but who is completely
indiﬀerent to the enjoyment of objects and wishes only to attain the bliss of brahma.
For him the end-result is not the attainment of a particular world or the enjoyments
found there – on the contrary, these are held to be merely obstacles to the attainment
of the results he really wants. [247] Thus, since the ‘Aks: ara Wisdom’ and others are
prescribed in scripture as aﬀording the desired results immediately and without
obstacle, others such as the ‘Honey Wisdom’ that are not so described would be
pointless.
[4] If the end-result of all forms of brahma wisdom – whether enhanced by greater or
lesser degrees of [acts of] the dharma of social orders and life stages; whether endowed with greater or lesser excellences; or unregulated by length of time, that is,
whether undertaken at no regulated time or throughout one’s entire life – were
unqualiﬁed liberation, then those forms of brahma wisdom that are described as
superior in regard to excellence, act, or time, would be pointless.
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[5] If the narrative portions concerning the end-result of wisdom (such as ‘[The man
of wisdom] becomes spotless and goes to a highest state of perfection’ [MU 3.1.3])
were meant to be taken literally, then liberation too would be obtained as the endresult of this commandment. If this were so, then two other statements on the
attainment of all desires (‘For all desires the new and full moon sacriﬁce. . .’; ‘For all
desires the jyotis: :toma. . .’) would likewise have to comprise liberation. And thus since
one could obtain liberation from performing the new and full moon oﬀerings just
once, or the jyotis: :toma sacriﬁce just once, then all acts of worship of brahma meant
to be performed throughout one’s life, along with all [acts of the dharma] of social
orders and life stages, would become pointless.


Since the sutra
on ‘the purposelessness of other [enjoined actions]’
would have this kind of broad application, a rejoinder that applies
equally to all [such passages on both karma and brahma] would have
 [by Jaimini]. What we ﬁnd however
to have been enunciated in a sutra

is that the sutras
oﬀering this rejoinder, MS 1.2.16 and 17 (‘The
mention of ‘‘all’’ refers to the fact of the man being entitled [to
perform all acts and obtain all their rewards]; The result being
accomplished by means of actions, the diﬀerence in the results could
be due to the magnitude of the actions’), apply only to narrative
portions concerning commandments of ritual action. In the case of

the ﬁrst of these two sutras,
the word ‘knowledge’ is carried over from

the previous sutra
(1.2.15, ‘It is praise of knowledge’): We are to
understand that in the discourse on the ﬁnal ladle oﬀering, mention
of the ‘complete attainment of desires’ is merely for the purpose of
commending the rite, and is not intended literally to be enunciating
the end-result, and also because the ﬁnal ladle oﬀering is a ritual
puriﬁcation of ﬁre [248] and is enjoined independent of any endresult. The ‘complete attainment of desires’ mentioned for the sake of
praise is concerned with the question of qualiﬁcation: Only after the
ﬁnal ladle oﬀering has been made and the sacred ﬁre has been fully
‘accomplished’ does a man become qualiﬁed for sacriﬁcial rites with
their full range of end-results. The accomplishment of such results is
contingent on the performance of the full-ladle oﬀering, and so the
complete attainment of results is mentioned as the result of the fullladle oﬀering, for the purpose of praising it.
One might object that, by reference to the end-results of ritual acts
accomplished with ﬁre, the full-ladle oﬀering itself should not be
praised as the means for the attainment of all desires, because there
are things that in fact are not attained by acts accomplished with ﬁre,
such as the ability to ﬂy or the acquisition of heavenly virgins. But the
matter is expressed this way because the reference to ‘all’ in the
statement about the full-ladle oﬀering is contingent on a contextual
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proviso: its scope is limited to the domain of end-results provided for
in the command statements of ritual acts. We see such limitation by
context or other factor at work in such [everyday] statements as ‘He
has eaten all the rice.’
This aspect of commendation, however, cannot be posited in the
case of statements that communicate actual end-results like ‘He enjoys all desires’, just as is the case with the narrative of the Evening
Session [cf. MS 4.3.17].
 [MS 1.2.17] obviates the doubt that, insofar as
The second sutra
heaven is achieved by the agnihotra ritual, all other rites like the [full
and new moon] sacriﬁce, the soma sacriﬁce, and so on are pointless;
and it does so by stating that a multiplicity of ritual acts produces a
multiplicity of end-results, on the analogy with farming. Now, the
doubt raised here applies equally to the section concerning worship,
but we do not ﬁnd that doubt to be obviated in the section containing
the system’s settled views. For in the section [on worship] the principle of a multiplicity of end-results in consequence of a multiplicity

of ritual acts does not even apply. The sutra
expressing the prima
facie view, ‘Thus because of the absence of any end-result’ [MS 1.2.3],
enunciates that the stated result does not occur, and this would be a
cause of its invalidity. This putative invalidity is common to the
narrative portion concerning end-results found in the ritual section
(such as ‘His face shines who has this wisdom’) [249] and the narrative portion concerning end-results found in the brahma section
(such as ‘Anyone who knows this will become handsome and famous’) [CU 3.13.8], but it is only with reference to the former that a
 obviating the doubt is found: ‘There is commendation of wissutra
dom’ [MS 1.2.15]. The wise man’s face is said to shine thus only from
his understanding the meaning of the Brahman: a passage on the
Gargatrir
atra, not, as in the case of a woman’s face, by reason of
natural beauty. Thus the wisdom is being commended. But this mode
of obviating [the doubt regarding the end-result of worship] cannot
apply to the statement ‘Anyone who knows this will become handsome and famous’, since these two states, being handsome and famous, are held to be the actual end-result of attaining the ‘Light

Wisdom’ [CU 3.13.7 ﬀ.]. In short, sutras
such as ‘Because of the
purposelessness of other [enjoined actions]’ [MS 1.2.4] must inevitably be held to apply equally to narratives about the end-results of the

various commandments for worship, yet we ﬁnd that various sutras
on the system’s settled views have been composed that apply only to
narratives about the end-results of the commandments for ritual
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action. So who would not ﬁnd it a ridiculous attempt at a way out to
claim that in one place Jaimini revealed his rebuttal and in another
hid his true intentions?
So [Jaimini] believes that the acts of worship of the Self must be
supplementary to ritual acts, and the narratives about their end-results are not to be taken literally, any more than the narrative ‘Not
hearing any evil report of oneself’ [regarding the end-result of making
sa wood, MS 4.3.1] is to be taken literally. It is in
one’s ladle of pala
view of this that the doubt about the ‘purposeless of other [enjoined
actions]’ and the arguments obviating this doubt are not raised in
connection with them. And that is why there is the prevailing attitude
of the followers of Jaimini that ‘the Vedanta [i.e., the Upanis: ads] is
the wasteland of the Veda’, that is, they hold it is without substance
insofar as there is nothing therein [relating to action] to deliberate
over. And that is why your resolution of the contradiction [of Uttaramim
am
a] with the matter of the ﬁrst chapter [of the
: s

P
urvamim
am
a] is completely without merit.
: s
The same holds true for your resolution of the contradiction with
the topic in the eighth chapter. You argue as follows: Although all
that is seen is the oblation, the sacriﬁce is something meant to conciliate the deity, and it is the deity, once its grace is won, that bestows
the end-result, so the deity must be the predominant element; hence,
[250] the similarity of deities trumps any similarity of oblations. It is
 is oﬀered: ‘The
precisely to dispel this doubt that the following sutra
scriptural reference to the deity is as a subsidiary element’ [MS
8.1.34]. Nor can one respond that this can be construed as referring to
a supplementary position [abhyuccaya, that is, one that Jaimini
himself does not actually hold but only reports]. For in the ninth
chapter Jaimini makes the following argument. He oﬀers the prima

facie view ﬁrst with this sutra:
‘Or, it is the deity that motivates, since
the feeding of a guest is for the sake of a guest’ [MS 9.1.6], which is to
say: hospitality consists of paying worship to a guest, and since it is
intended to please the guest, the guest must be the predominant
element in the act; in the same way, a sacriﬁce consists of paying
worship to a god, and since it is intended to please the deity, the deity
must be the predominant element in the act – it is the deity, being
thereby pleased, that bestows the end-result. This prima facie view

Jaimini answers with the following sutra:
‘No, rather, it is the act of
sacriﬁce itself that is predominant, since it is the act that follows from
scripture; the scriptural reference to the deity is as a subsidiary element’ [MS 9.1.9], which is to say: the predominant element in a
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sacriﬁce is not the deity, since it is sacriﬁce itself that, by way of a

‘transcendental potency’, apurva,
generates the end-result, not the
deity pleased by the oblation. Rather, the deity is referred to as
something subordinate to the sacriﬁce, since it is the reference point
for the [oﬀered] substance. After enunciating this settled view Jaimini

shows the disanalogy of hospitality to sacriﬁce in the following sutra:
‘With respect to a guest, it is he who is predominant in [the act of
hospitality]; but this is not so in a ritual act, because [in hospitality] it
is the pleasing of the guest that is predominant [and this is not the
case with a deity in a ritual act]’ [MS 9.1.10], which is to say: in
hospitality the pleasing of a guest is required, that is, one is required
to act in such a way that the guest is pleased, and so it makes sense
that the guest should be predominant there; but in a sacriﬁcial act, no
pleasing is required, that is, one is not required to perform the act in
such a way that the deity is pleased, and so the deity is not the
predominant element in a sacriﬁce. Hereby Jaimini has refuted the
predominance of the deity in the sacriﬁce unequivocally.
Hereby fails your resolution of the contradiction with the topic
‘Commandment, however, is an undertaking’ [MS 2.1.5] [251]. For it
can be ascertained that, having clearly refuted the predominance of
the deity, Jaimini too must hold the position adopted by all commentators on the topic ‘Commandment, however. . .’ namely that

apurva
alone is the instrument [by which ritual produces its endresults, not the grace of the Lord].
Also incorrect is the resolution of the contradiction of the repudiation of brahma and the means of attaining it, namely renunciation.
Jaimini holds that the discourses concerning brahma communicate
the nature of the individual soul, which is the object of acts of worship supplementary to ritual in the form of puriﬁcations of the agent
[of the sacriﬁce]. Given this belief, there is no longer any proof at all
for the existence of brahma [since the discourses on it are now shown
to refer to something else], and accordingly it is impossible to avoid
the conclusion that both the two [brahma and renunciation] are indeed repudiated.

It is for this reason that [Kumarila,] the author of the Varttika,
in
the topic ‘On narrative portions’ [MS 1.2.1 ﬀ.], after corroborating
the view that narrative portions such as ‘Wind is the swiftest. . .’ are
supplementary to commandments, states: ‘Hereby is explained the
 anks
_ : ya) of the Upanis: ads too.’33 But
non-deontic character (nairak
the fact that, in the topic ‘On grammar’ [MS 1.3.24 ﬀ.], the author of

the Varttika,
after citing certain discourses on the commandments
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and end-results of acts of worship of the supreme Self, asserts that
these [Upanis: ads] function as the means of achieving a state of
ﬂourishing and ﬁnal bliss independently [and not supplementary to
commandments of sacriﬁcial rites],34 is something he has done entirely as a result of his own anxiety about repudiating brahma and
renunciation; it is not in accordance with the doctrine of the author of


the (Mim
am
a) sutras,
since we have shown that the sutras
of Jaimini
: s
and those of Vy
asa stand in clear contradiction with each other.
You also make the argument that, in order to avoid the charge of
lack of explanatory parsimony with regard to accurate usage, we
must necessarily accept that the word dharma is used equally to refer
to brahma [as well as ritual actions], and that therefore there is no

reason to suppose that the statement of the Bharata
[where dharma is
used in reference to Krishna] must have the purpose of commendation [instead of being meant literally]. This can be answered as follows: True enough, there is no reason to suppose it is meant as mere
commendation – for this is something actually proved from the
context itself, which after all is a commendation of Krishna. That
[context] does not sustain the argument that the word dharma expresses simply a means of other-worldly good [and not speciﬁcally
sacriﬁcial action] [252]. Were that the case, then the word dharma
would refer equally to individual souls, which are means of otherworldly good insofar as they are agents, and to a host of other things
insofar as they are causes – and then in what way would it be praising
the Blessed One to say that the word dharma refers to him? Therefore
we must accept that the word dharma signiﬁes simply ritual acts such
as sacriﬁce if we are to preserve the prevailing and natural meaning


(svarasyaprasiddhyartham)
of the passage cited from the Bharata.
And it would then indeed be praise of him to say that the Blessed
One, having descended to earth in order to preserve dharma, is
himself dharma incarnate.
Or let us accept, for the sake of argument, that the word dharma [in

the Bharata
passage] somehow can refer to brahma as well. Even so,

the word dharma mentioned in the [very ﬁrst] sutra,
on the ‘inquiry
 ‘Jaimini [thinks]
into dharma’ – just like the word dharma in the sutra
for the same reasons that dharma [is what brings about the fruits of
action]’ [BS 3.2.40] – has to be taken to exclude brahma. This is so
because the dharma proposed as the object of examination is said to
 ‘Dharma
be something deﬁned by Vedic commandment (in the sutra
is a good deﬁned by Vedic commandment’ [MS 1.1.2]). The word
 is derived from a verbal root (cud) that
‘commandment’ (codana)
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 at
: ha 10.53] and so it must enunciate a statemeans ‘impel’ [Dhatup
ment that prompts action. Therefore a commandment is a direct
source of knowledge about dharma, whereas a statement providing
information about already-existent entities that is transmitted in
connection with this or that commandment can be a source of
knowledge about it only insofar as it forms a uniﬁed discourse with
such a commandment, by way of oﬀering commendation or other
[supplementary information about the act in question]. The end-result enunciated in narrative portions (on the Evening Session and the
like) is to be taken literally only insofar as these form a uniﬁed discourse with a principal commandment, because this end-result is required by the commandment in question. By contrast, the end-result
enunciated with respect to acts of worship of the Self, which are only
subordinate elements of ritual acts since they are puriﬁcations of the
agent, cannot be taken literally because that end-result is not required
by a commandment. It is precisely with this in mind that Jaimini
did not bother to answer criticisms [about such acts of worship] such

as that deriving from [the prima facie view expressed in the sutra]
‘Because of the purposelessness of other [enjoined actions]’ [MS
1.2.4].
The blessed B
adar
ayan: a, however, [253] observed that Jaimini
believed that dharma takes the form of sacriﬁce, produces an endresult that is only a state of ﬂourishing, something both perishable
and non-ultimate, and thereby constitutes the meaning of the entire
Veda. And he observed further that Jaimini had no understanding of
the fact that brahma is proved to exist by the entire Vedanta [the
Upanis: ads], whose central idea is communicated by its introductory
 that the endpassages and similar [aspects of discourse] (upakramadi);
result of acts of worship of brahma was ﬁnal liberation, the eternal
and ultimate human goal; and that ritual action was only contributory to this means. And he thought that, lest the world go completely
astray by focusing on Jaimini’s system, he would confer a beneﬁt on
the world by composing the knowledge system that starts ‘Now, then,
the inquiry into brahma.’ Accordingly, there is indeed a very great
contradiction between the two knowledge systems of Jaimini and
B
adar
ayan: a. Since they cannot form a single knowledge system your
inference is blocked, whereas mine is not ineﬀectual, and this for the
following reason: Jaimini proposed as his object of analysis only
action such as sacriﬁce,35 whose end-results are both perishable and
non-ultimate; therefore, whatever is other than sacriﬁce cannot be for
him an object of analysis in this system.36 You cannot object, on the
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grounds that we do ﬁnd [in the MS] analysis as to essential nature,
physical dimensions, and the like, of things such as the sacriﬁcial
post, the oblation ﬁre, milk-pail, and so on that are strictly speaking
‘other than sacriﬁce’, that brahma too, accordingly, could be an object of analysis. For what is meant by the word ‘ritual action’ is the
object of an act aimed at an end-result that is perishable and nonultimate. Nor can you charge that the inferential reason [namely, that
brahma is included in ‘whatever is other than sacriﬁce’] is unproved
given that brahma is in fact connected with the sacriﬁce, insofar as it
is a deity. The deity may be the addressee of the spent oblation, but it
is only the word that refers to the deity that is the object of an act –
i.e., of the eﬀort made to pronounce the word – and therefore the
deity itself is not the actual object of the act.
Thereby is also laid to rest the following doubt [raised by our
opponents] [254]: Although the dharma that Jaimini aims to analyze
is concerned with action, and so cannot in any direct way be connected with brahma, it cannot be denied that [Jaimini’s notion of
dharma] must also be concerned with acts of worship [of the Self ],
and accordingly it must have a connection with brahma since brahma
is both the end-result and the object of those acts; and therefore by
somehow dismissing the contradiction, on the grounds [of its being
subsumed under] the common thesis [MS 1.1.1] [the BS] can be said
to form a uniﬁed system [with the MS]. For we have already stated
that the word dharma is concerned only with action whose end-result

– as an examination of the totality of the Later Sutras
(uttar
 ata)
asutraj
themselves shows – consists of a state of ﬂourishing,
something both perishable and non-ultimate. For there is a Vedic
usage of the word dharma in this sense of mere action:
Other than dharma and adharma, other than this, what is done and not done, other
than what is both past and future – speak to me of what there is of this sort that you
have insight into.

This mantra from the Kat: havalli [KU 2.14] is concerned with three
things, agent, end, and means, that are diﬀerent from the action
constituting the means of producing perishable and non-ultimate
end-results, the end-results themselves produced by those means, and
the actor active with such means. Both sides agree on this [interpre
‘And there is question and explanation
tation].37 But in the sutra

relative to three things only [not to the pradhana]’
[BS 1.4.6], the
mantra has been explained by our opponents in the following manner
to obtain the aforementioned three entities:
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‘Dharma’ refers to sacriﬁce and the like whose end-result is a state of ﬂourishing;
‘other than it’, i.e., ‘a means that is diﬀerent from sacriﬁce.’ ‘Adharma’ refers to what
is other than dharma, i.e., what is achieved by dharma, namely a state of ﬂourishing
(heaven and the like); ‘other than it’, i.e., an end diﬀerent from heaven. ‘Than this’
refers to the agent of the sacriﬁce who is present to our awareness, that is, the human
person who is inclined toward end-results in the sphere of transmigration; ‘other
than this’, i.e., an agent diﬀerent from this person. ‘What there is of this sort’, the
triad of agent and so on, ‘that you have insight into.’ ‘What is done and not done. . .
what is both past and future’ are qualiﬁcations of all three, dharma, [adharma, and
‘this’]: ‘done and not done’, that is, the whole mass of things undertaken but not
completed; ‘speak of ’ some triad diﬀerent from this familiar triad of means, [end,
and agent] that is past, present, and future.

Another interpretation of the passage [they oﬀer] is as follows:
‘Other than dharma and adharma’ is a question about what is not a means of normal
good and evil; ‘other than this, what is done and not done, [255] other than what is
both past and future’ is a question about an eternal end diﬀerent from the noneternal ends that have a past, present, and future. The question about the agent is
included in the question about the end, since the agent is eternal and already implied
by the end.

Now, the ﬁrst interpretation is ﬂawed because the construction is
awkward for the following reasons: interpreting the word adharma,
which is commonly used in the sense of evil, as the end-result (heaven
and so on) of dharma; interpreting ‘than this’, which can be understood as an adjective to ‘done and not done’, separately as referring
to the agent himself; taking ‘what is done and not done’, which can be
understood as the substantive construing with the adjective ‘than
this’, as an adjective referring to all [three], dharma and so on;
interpreting ‘what is both past and future’, which can be understood
independently because of their construing with the word ‘other’ that
is used separately in the clause, as an adjective referring to all [three],
dharma and so on.
The second interpretation is ﬂawed because the question about the
agent is not really made available: If you agree that the agent is
comprised in the second question on the grounds that the agent is (a)
eternal and (b) already-implied, an agent diﬀerent from the agent of
the end-results of sacriﬁce and the like is not made available, since (a)
the agent of the end-results of sacriﬁce is also eternal and so can be
included within the comprehensive concept of being other than
something past, present, and future; and (b) it is already-implied
insofar as it is the entity qualiﬁed by heaven and the like, just as the
liberated being is qualiﬁed by the manifestation of absolute purity
and so on.
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Thus the opponents’ constructions are unacceptable; ignoring
them we oﬀer another, correct interpretation: By the ﬁrst quarterverse is posited a means diﬀerent from both the one that has endresults that are perishable and non-ultimate but unaﬀected by any
powerful adversity, and from the one that has end-results that are so
aﬀected. By the second quarter-verse is posited an agent diﬀerent
from agent of sacriﬁce, which is denounced in another mantra: ‘These
are unsteady boats, these sacriﬁces, [256] in which is found the
eighteen-fold action, and which fools welcome as the ultimate good –
only to progress to old age and death forever more’ [MU. 1.2.7].
(Here the interpretation of ‘what is done and not done’ is [as a
bahuvrıhi compound]: one whose deeds are ‘not done’, i.e., as good as
undone.) By the third quarter-verse is posited an end diﬀerent from
such ends as heaven; the two ‘ands’ construing with ‘past’ and ‘future’
are meant to include the present, which has the form of both past and
future.
Since the set of three questions is composed eloquently by the three quarter-verses in
order, with respect to an instrument, agent, and their end-results such as are diﬀerent
from those made known by. . .38 why do they torture it for the sake of a construction
that produces just this meaning?39

Thus, on both sides there is no dispute about the fact that in the
mantra the word dharma is concerned solely with action whose endresult is perishable and non-ultimate.
Furthermore, even though we ﬁnd this sort of usage [throughout
the Vedas and in the MS], it would be a mistake, in view of later

idiom (agrimavyavahara),
to assume that Jaimini’s usage alone is
concerned with [ritual action], that no other such concept of dharma
 of Kan: ada (‘Now, then,
exists [elsewhere].40 For we ﬁnd, in a sutra
we shall explain dharma’ [VS 1.1.1]), that the word dharma is pos
ited as an object of examination, and that the sutras
that follow are
concerned with dharma [as we understand it] if only slightly:
For though in the beginning no consideration is paid to the type
of performance concerned with sacriﬁce and the like, in the
ﬁrst section of the sixth chapter consideration is paid to the
dharma of giving and receiving [257], and in the second section to
some extent41 the dharma of the four life-stages is considered synoptically.
Therefore it is proved that the thesis of examining dharma is rightly
considered not to comprise an examination of brahma. Here follows a
summary of the two views:42
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1. ‘For a thing to be dharma there must be a relation to a class
property, substance, or attribute, and this can pertain equally43
to brahma: Acts of worship of brahma are undoubtedly dharma.
2. ‘The thesis of considering dharma directly envisions this.44 Brahma would have to be considered45 like heaven or as [some other]
end-result of action.’
3. Those who have insisted thusly that the two Mimamsa systems
form a single knowledge system must be enlightened so as to
remove any such hope.
4. If the thesis of the Prior System, through its various discourses, is
supposed to touch on brahma the way it is conceived of by you
[Visis: :t
advaitins] as an object of its inquiry,46 then there must be
such inquiries, and why are they not present? Surely, at all events,
any contradiction [in the MS with brahma] would have to have
been removed.

5. The word ‘command’ contained in the deﬁnitional sutra
[MS
 : an: o ’rtho dharmah: ] means an ‘injunction’
1.1.2, codanalaks
prompting action. It necessarily implies47 that discourse not
concerned with action is purposeless – implies, that is, the prima
facie view48 of the interpretive principle of ‘narrative portions.’
6. The purposelessness of narrative portions is obviated by their
being held to be supplementary to commandments. Does
that commandment pertain to the discourses of [Upanishadic]
scripture? Surely even in your eyes that is equally present in them.
7. If it does not pertain to these [scriptural discourses],49 then Jai to the eﬀect
mini would have had to compose an explicit sutra
that they are ends in themselves. On what grounds could one
assume that [although he did not] such must have been his
‘hidden intention’? [258] Only a dimwit would do so.
8. How far are we asked to believe that this hidden intention of the
great seer extends? Such arguments as those based on ‘The purposelessness of other [enjoined actions]’ [MS 1.2.4] and on the
end-results of commandments50 should apply equally to your
[Upanishadic texts as well]. Or why, when the deﬁnition [of
dharma] was being set out [by Jaimini in MS 1] to establish the
entire and perfect51 source of knowledge of dharma that applied
equally to smr: ti and custom52 – why didn’t53 the Vedanta portion
similarly follow the way of smr: ti ?54
9. Who would put any trust in your boast that the two form the
work of a single system. . .55
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10. In the eighth and ninth chapters Jaimini says that the deity is a
subordinate property of the sacriﬁce, whereas Badarayan: a says it
is predominant in itself. What resolution of this conﬂict can
present itself here?56
11. And no resolution is possible for the disagreement that exists
 alone is the instrument of
between the one who holds that apurva
the sacriﬁce, and the other, the Lord’s grace.
12. Therefore, in the Prior System, the dharma under analysis is the
 arya)

object of a person’s willed action (kamik
and has end-results
that are perishable and determinate. And with respect to this
dharma the sage Jaimini holds that the Veda in its entirety is the
source of valid knowledge. The Blessed One of the Lotus Eyes

himself composed [new] sutras
for the knowledge of brahma, in
order to make known to those devoted solely to ritual action that
the view of their teacher was detrimental (ahitam).
13. Therefore, given that contradiction between the two systems –
with respect to primary meanings and end-results – ever rears its
head, even the rumor that they form a single knowledge system
can gain no standing in the thoughts of the learned.
NOTES
1

I am grateful to Ethan Kroll and Samuel Wright (Chicago) for their suggestions,
and especially to Lawrence McCrea (Harvard) for his careful critique of an earlier
version of the translation.
2
The traditional number of his texts is the sacral 108. The New Catalogus Catalogorum lists 62. The Srimad Appayya Deekshitendra Granthavali Prakashan Samiti, Hyderabad, which has been issuing volumes intermittently since 1971, is
planning to publish what I count as 41 texts in 15 volumes.
3
Gerow (2001: i).
4

 i, the editio princeps (on the
A new edition – and in the case of the Nyayamukt
aval
basis of a manuscript held by the Oriental Research Institute, Mysore, one of only
two, it seems, that exist) – was published by the Samiti in 2001.
5
We are only beginning to understand the innovations of late precolonial Sanskrit
scholarship. For a sympathetic account of Appayya’s literary science, see Bronner
(2002, 2003).
6
See for example Clooney (1993).
7   
Sribhas: ya, p. 21. The translation is that of Thibaut slightly modiﬁed, p. 5 (italics
added); he gives ‘earlier’ for purva,

but I ﬁnd no suggestion in the original of temporal antecedence; Ramanuja seems to have in mind, rather, an almost spatial
relationship between two parts of a single text.
8
Vedantadesika remarks on this: ‘Their being called sam
: hita implies that ‘‘uniﬁed
system’’ means not only that they constitute a single knowledge-discipline (vi a,
 ana)

 p. 39).
dyasth
but that they constitute a single text (prabandha)’ (Tattvat: ik
9

advaita siddhantin
cite precisely
Trans. Thibaut (emended). Appayya has the Visis: :t
 ibh
 as
: ya to clinch the argument for system unity (Caturmathis passage of the Sr
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 a,
 p. 122). The siddhantin


tasarasam
alik
also notes that in the
: graha Nayamayukam
 anas,

traditional list of fourteen vidyasth
the term ‘mim
am
a’ must comprise both
: s

purva
and uttara, since otherwise the number would have been ﬁfteen (p. 123).
10

 ibh
 as
sika (in Sr
: ya) pp. 24 ﬀ.
See Srutaprak
a
11
 upayoh



na vayam
atyantabhedavadinah
: dharmabrahmavicarar
: sastrayor
: kim
: tv eka
 of the MS
tvavadinah
: , and he goes on to say, of the text stretching from the ﬁrst sutra


: ya of

to the last of the BS, etavatparyantam
ekam eva sastram
(Brahmasutrabh
as
 ikan: :thasivacarya, p. 49).
Sr
12
 dharmavicara
 sastren
 : a brahmavicarasya

 at
 tadartham idam
tasmad
siddhyabhav
:
 ikan: :thasiv

 a on Brahmasutrabh


: ya of Sr
sastram
arambhan
iyam
(Man: idipik

as
ac
arya,
p. 27).
13
See Assmann (1997). The case of the early Buddhists is discussed in Pollock
(2004).
14
 : amayaiva lajjaya ca mat
 apitr
 : dves: idus: :ta
 aks
vedamulatvam
: punas te tulyakaks: amul


putravan nabhyupagacchanti
(Tantravarttika,
p. 113.21; cf. p. 81.17 ﬀ.) Kum
arila’s
text engaged the energies of commentators for much of the following millennium; the
last great contributors to this conversation, the seventeenth-century Varanasi
 nkara
_
scholars Sa
Bhat: :ta, Dinakara Bhat: :ta, and Khan: d: adeva, are discussed in my
: :tadinakara.
forthcoming edition of the Bhat
15

On dharma see my 1990 article, on smr: ti, 1997; an essay on purus: artha
is planned.
16
Appayya’s work was published only once, from Srirangam in 1912, on the basis of
two palm leaf manuscripts in private collections and ‘Mss. at the Mysore Government Oriental Manuscripts Library’ (p. 9). In addition to this printed edition, I have
been able to consult two manuscripts of the work, one from the Adyar Library and
Research Centre (referred to here as ‘Adyar’; this appears to be a transcript of one of
the manuscripts originally used for the edition, since they share some errors) and one
from the British Library (referred to as BL). It has proven impossible, however, to
get access to any of the more than a dozen other manuscripts that exist and that
undoubtedly would help clarify lingering uncertainties in the constitution of the text.

A number of the arguments that are set forth at great length in the Vada a are brieﬂy adumbrated in Nayamayukam
 a (Caturma
naks: atramal
alik
 ikan: :tha’s

tasarasam
: graha, pp. 120 ﬀ.), as well as in Appayya’s commentary on Sr

: ya, the Man: idipika (see especially pp. 48 ﬀ.) and these occasionally

Brahmasutrabh
as
shed light on the present text.
17
Brackets contain translator’s additions; parenthesis, by contrast, indicate material
contained in the text but subordinated typographically in the interests of clarity.
18 

 utra,

Slokavarttika
Codanas
13–14. Only vs. 14 is actually cited by Appayya; I add
the preceding vs. for obvious contextual reasons.
19
Or perhaps the thesis of just the former, or less likely, of just the latter.
20
The translation of Thibaut is generally followed here and throughout.
21
The text reads dharmah: , and omits the na at the beginning of the citation.
22


Read tadiyasya
for the madiyasya
of the printed edition (so BL, and, it seems,


Adyar; see below, tadiyasiddh
antasya).
23

In the Man: idipika (p. 49) a diﬀerent argument based on this sutra
is oﬀered:


‘Although in such sutras
Jaimini is presented as the purvapaks
: in, the very fact that

Jaimini did not include these prima facie views in the sastra
devoted to the analysis of

dharma shows that it makes perfectly good sense to hold that the sastra
devoted to
the analysis of brahma was composed as part of a single knowledge system with the
other.’ This is essentially the same as the view advanced below, ‘even if contradiction. . .’ (the ﬁfth position).
24
Here as occasionally elsewhere the translation of Jha is followed.
25

Understood traditionally to mean ‘apurva
exists, however, [given that] action [is
enjoined].’
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 api
 [laukikakriyopappateh: ]; Adyar, dehatmabh

 artham

dehatmabh
aven
aven
api

 ’pi. The passage is obscure to
(corrupt); BL unclear, but apparently: dehatmabh
ave
 a produces a sam
 in the atman

me. Presumably the upasan
without perceptibly
: skara
 of prokas: n: a is
changing it, just as the proks: an: a does for the rice. The Mim
am
a nyaya
: s

usually invoked to identify an apurvavidhi
(an act we would never do except for the
fact a Vedic injunction tells us to), which does not seem relevant here.
27
I owe my understanding of this complex passage to discussions with L. McCrea.
Upanishadic passages are generally given in the translation of Olivelle.
28
The citations (not always exact) are, respectively, TS1.3.5.1; KS 3.3. and 6.6.; AB
4.25; TA 10.22.1.
29
 : . Or perhaps, less cynically, ‘a suggested course of ackatham
: cid gatyupanyasah
tion.’
30

 ses: a- of the printed text
Reading kriyavidhi
ses: a- (as two lines below) for kriyavi

and for Adyar’s kriyavidhivi
ses: a- (BL has a large lacuna here). The printed text
would give: ‘narrative portions belonging to particular ritual acts.’
31
And this, implicitly, has no bearing on the actual presence of the deity at the

 for tadupakhyatv


sacriﬁce (I read tadupasyatv
at
at).
32
If texts that do not enjoin actions but simply describe existent things, such as
results, were to remain true and authoritative about matters of dharma, then texts
that describe such things as attaining all desires by a single rite would render all other
rites meaningless. Such texts are therefore not to be taken literally but must be
interpreted as subservient to other ritual action.
33

Presumably referring to Tantravarttika
on MS 1.2.7 (especially p. 13 ﬀ.), though I
do not ﬁnd mention of the Upanis: ads here nor this exact quote.
34

Presumably referring to Tantravarttika,
p. 227.
35
 adikarmaiva

 adikam

We should probably read with Adyar yag
(for the printed yag
eva).
36
In what follows the printed text shows a lacuna through haplography; Adyar

(folio 129) has the correct reading: na ca karmanyate
’pi. . . iti tadvad brahman: o ’pi
 iti vacyam.

 sayaphalode
 : :thane
 vis: ayasya [read:
kim
ks: ayis: n: usati
syakanus
: na syad

 na ca brahman: o ’pi devatatvena.

-anus: :thanavis
sabdena vivaks: itatvat.
..
: ayasya] karma
37
It is not clear to whom the ‘both sides’ refers, since Mim
am
a is unlikely to be one
: s
of them.
38
 as well as Adyar (anyatra
The printed ed. and BL (anyatra dharmam anuna)
 a)
 all seem to be corrupt, but a reasonable conjecture eludes me.
dharmam anuman
39
This is a sam
sloka of Appayya.
: graha
40


Ed. bhrantikr
: ta kalpayitum. BL: bhrantikr
: tam api kalpayitum; Adyar: [pray sane. . .] bhrantikr

ogadar
: tam avikalpayitum. I am uncertain whether I have grasped
the true meaning of the sentence.
41
 : ; Adyar: kriyat
 api cintitah: sam
 sam

Ed. kiyan
: grahatah: ; BL: kiyan
: gr: hitah

sam
gr
h
itah
(corrupt).
: :
:
42
The verses show a number of text-critical problems, and their real meaning is not
always clear to me.
43
I read samam eva with BL, Adyar (Ed. samavetam).
44
 : atkr
 : tigocaram

 : adgocared.

BL: tatsaks
nanam;
Ed., Adyar: tatsaks
..
: . . . -pratij~


-pratij~
nanam
(Adyar pratikriya).
45
 : ; BL, Adyar: vicarya

 hypometric]. Conjecture
Ed. vicaryah
[Adyar omits va,
 : (cf. vs. 4b)?
vicaryam
46
In place of the printed text (which gives tat tad vaco hi) I read with Adyar
tattadvacobhi½h: .
47
Literally, ‘does not abandon’ (nojjhati).
48



Adyar purvapaks
: in: am (for purvapaks
: atam).
49
 (for tato hi).
BL ca tani
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50

 (for viphalatoktyadi).

Adyar and BL vidhiphaloktyadi
Adyar and BL anagham (for -manasam).
52
 ar
 adivad

 ar
 adi
 tadvat).
Adyar and BL smr: tyac
va (Ed. smr: tyac
53
Adyar and BL na (for nu).
54

Ed. and Adyar smr: tipatham (BL smr: tiphalam). I am unsure of padas
bcd here.
55

Padas
ab are dark to me: ‘When the matter cannot be hidden, [as?] when the
syllable OM itself is clearly mispronounced’?
56
The Adyar ms. has a lacuna here to the end of the chapter.
51
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aks: 
ad api uktapravr: ttinimittasam
: bandhena tad vacyam
:
bhavitum arhati ‘sreyah: sadhanata hy es: am
nityam
ved
a
t
prat
yate
/
:
:
t
adr
upyen: a ca dharmatvam
tasm
a
n
nendriyagoc
a
rah
’
iti
ved
a
va:
:
gamyasreyah: s
adhanat
akatvapravr: ttinimittakataya abhyupagatasya
dharmasabdasya karmavat jatigun: adravyan: y api artha iti
mm
am
at; tena ‘athato dharmajij~
nasa’ iti s
utragatadhar: sakair uktatv
masabdagr: htatay
a brahman: o ’pi jaiminyadharmavicarapratij~
navis: ayatvam asti na v
a iti vicarartham
uyate –
: kathantaram
: prast
tadastitvav
adin
am
upa: pares: am idam anumanam – brahma svar
pram
an: as
adhanaphalaih: saha jaiminyavicarapratij~
navis: ayah: , alaukikasreyah: s
adhanatv
at, karmavat; brahman: o ’pi naks: atres: :tyadis: u
devat
atven
anvay
at jaiminye yages: u devatapradhanyatadabhavavic
are devat
as
am
any
atmana vis: ayatvam asti, devatanam
: karmadhik
ar
anadhik
aravic
are ca tadatmana vis: ayatvam astti si [236]
ddhas
adhanav
aran: 
aya svar
upapraman: asadhanaphalaih: saha – iti
vises: an: am – iti pratham
a kaks: ya.
atha dvitıy
a
brahman: o jaiminyadharmavicarapratij~
navis: ayatayam agre tadvic
aren: a bh
avyam, na tv asau tatra dr: syate; na ca tam api cikrs: ato
mahars: eh: vighnah: kascit utpreks: itum
: sakyate; napi vismaran: am, yo
hi dv
adasalaks: an: y
am
upapraman: asadhanaphalaih: saha kar: svar
maj
atam
as
utritan kam
: nirn: ya tatr
: scit tadupayuktan nyayan alaks: ya
tatsam
grah
a
rtham
dv
a
da
s
alaks
an
:
:
: : ses: am
: sam
: kars: an: akan: d: am akars:t,
tasya mahars: eh: brahmavicare vighnam
vismaran
:
: am
: va katham ut*
In preparing the Romanized Sanskrit text the printing conventions of the original Vani Vilas edition have been followed.
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preks: 
amahe; na ca karmavicaropayuktanyayair eva brahman: o ’pi
svar
upapram
an: as
adhanaphalanirn: ayah: sidhyatty abhipretya pr: thak
tadvic
aro na kr: ta iti sakyam
: vaktum, karmaparavakyarthanirn: ayaka
ny
ayebhyo vilaks: an: an
am eva brahmaparavakyarthanirn: ayakanyay
an
am
am
: caturlaks: an: y
: grathanadarsanat; na ca dvadasalaks: an: caturlaks: an: yoh: aikas
astry
abhyupagamena brahmavicarapratij~
nanirvahah:

kalpayitum
s
akyah
,
bhinnavaktr
kayoh
dharmabrahmavic
arapratij~
n:
:
:
:

opakramayoh: parasparavilaks: an: asadhyasadhyarthanirn: ayakanyayagrathanapravr: ttayoh: tayor aikasastryakalpane praman: a [237]
bh
av
at; ato b
adhitam idam anumanam iti – brahma noktam
: sadhyavat, karm
anyatv
at ghat: avat – iti.
atha tr: tıy
a kaks: y
a
na b
adhitam
madanumanam, aikasastryakalpanena prati:
j~
n
anirv
ahopapatteh: ; na ca tatkalpakabhavah: , vedar
upaikagranthavy
akhy
atvasya tatkalpakatvat; na ca vaktr: bhedah: tatkalpanab
adhakah: , vaktr: bhede ’pi vyakaran: ar
upaikaprabandhavyakhyanatvena v
amanajay
adityavr: ttyoh: aikasastryadarsanat; napi dharmabrahmavic
arapratij~
nopakramau tadbadhakau, dharmasabdena
karmabrahmas
adh
aran: ena dvadasalaks: an: caturlaks: an: sadharan: apratij~
n
ay
am
ay
am
nasa’
: vr: tt
: karmavicaranantaram ‘athato brahmajij~
ity asya ‘ath
atah: ses: alaks: an: am’ itivat avantarapratij~
naparatvopapatteh: ; na ca parasparavilaks: an: anyayagrathanam
: tadbadhakam,
nirn: ey
arth
anus
aren: a ny
ayavailaks: an: yopapatteh: ; dvadasalaks: an: yam
api karmabhedases: ases: ibhavadinirn: eyarthanusaren: a vilaks: an: anyayayagrathanadarsan
at; ato na badhitam
: madanumanam, tvadanum
anam
tu
aprayojakam
–
iti.
:
atha ca caturthı kaks: y
a
ny
ay
an
am iha vailaks: an: yam
: bhedamatram
: na vivaks: itam, kim
: tu
[238] virodhah: ; prasiddho hi virodhah: ; caturlaks: an: yam
jaiminimata:
sya pr
ayah: p
urvapaks:karan: adarsanat; na hi parasparaviruddhamatadvay
avalambanena dv
abhyam
: pravartitam
: sastradvayam
: tabhyam
sakyam;
aikamatyena ekas
astrataya kr: tam iti kalpayitum
:
dharmasabdas ca brahmapratikot: itaya yagadikarmaparatvena ‘phalam ata upapatteh: ’ ity adhikaran: e ‘dharme jaiminir ata eva’ iti s
utre
prayuktah: ; 
apastambena ca mahars: in: a ‘dharmadharmau carata avam
:
svah: iti na devagandharva na pitara ity acaks: ate ayam
dharmo
’yam
:
:
dharma iti yat tv 
ary
ah: kriyaman: am
: prasam
: santi sa dharmah: yad
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garhante so ‘dharmah: ’ iti anus: :theyayagadav eva dharmasabdah:
prayuktah: ; atas tadanusaren: a dharmajij~
nasas
utragatasyapi tasya
y
ag
adyanus: :theyaparatvam
v
a
cyam
iti
dharmabrahmajij~
nasas
utrayoh:
:


s
adh
aran: av
antarapratij~
naparatvavibhagakalpanam api na yuktam;
tasm
at b
adhitam
: tvadanumanam, madanumanam
: ca naprayojakam,
yat yena r
upen: a n
anus: :theyam
tasya
tena
r
u
pen
:
: a anus: :theyaparadharmasabdagr
ahyatv
ayogat iti
atha pa~
ncamı
asiddho ’yam
: jaiminyavaiyasikamatayoh: virodhah: , caturlaks: an: yam
:
kvacid api jaiminyamatasya p
urvapaks:karan: abhavat; yat tu
[239] purus: 
arth
adhikaran: e ‘ses: atvat purus: arthavado yathanyes: v iti
jaiminih: ’ iti brahm
apal
apaparam
urvapaks: as
utram, na tat jaimi: p
nyabhimatasya paks: asya anuvadakam, kim
tu
mad
yasyabhyuccaya:
v
adasya; ata eva ‘param
utres: u
: jaiminir mukhyatvat’ ityadis
brahm
abhyupagamenaiva
pravr: ttasya
paks: asya
jaiminyatven
anuv
adah: ; evam
amarsam
: ‘par
: jaiminir acodana capavadati hi’ iti
s
utram
sam
ny
a
s
a
pal
a
pasya
jaiminin
a abhyuccayavadatvena upa:
:
nyastasyaiv
anuv
adakam, na tu tadyasiddhantasya; ata eva ‘tadbh
utasya tu n
atadbh
avo jaiminer api niyamatadr
upabhavebhyah: ’ iti
s
utre sam
nyastavatah
sam
ny
a
s
a
t
pracyutih
jaiminer
api na sam
:
:
:
:
: mata
ity uktam; evam anyatrapi tatra tatra virodhaparihara unneyah: ;
dharmasabdasya anus: :theyasadharan: yam api asiddham, ‘ye ca
vedavido vipr
a ye c
adhyatmavido janah: / te vadanti mahatmanam
:
kr: :sn: am
: dharmam
: sanatanam’ iti mahabharate bhagavatsadh
aran: yokteh: ; ato virodhabhavat katham
: cit virodhasadbhave ’pi
brahm
anabhyupagam
adeh: dvadasalaks: an: yam as
utritatvat dharmasabdas
_ kare na kacit anuadh
aran: y
ac ca kartr: bhede ’pi aikasastryang
papattih: ; tvadanum
anam
: tu aprayojakam eva, ananus: :theyasyapi
dharmasabdagr: htatvena jaiminyavicarapratij~
navis: ayatvopapatteh: iti.
[240] atha :sas: :thı kaks: y
a
yad uktam
astti, tad asiddham, brahmasam
: virodho n
: nyasabhyupagam
anabhyupagam
abhy
am
virodhasy
a
praty
a
khyeyatv
at, yat tu
:
jaimineh: tadubhay
abhyupagamapradarsakam
utram, tat tadabhyu: s
pagama eva tasya siddh
anta ity asya j~
napakam iti na avadharayitum
:
sakyam, ‘vipratis: edh
ac casama~
njasam’ iti sam
khy
a
dhikara:
noktany
ayena jaiminimatasya parasparaviruddhataya anupade-
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yatvodgh
a:tanaparatvena anyathasiddheh: ; yac coktam
: brahmanabhyupagamatadabhyupagamaikantyadis: u
jaiminibadarayan: ayoh:
virodhasadbh
ave
’pi
brahmanabhyupagamadeh:
dvadasalaks: an: y
am as
utritatv
at aviruddhayas tasyah: caturlaks: an: ya saha aikas
astryam upapadyata iti, tad apy ayuktam, aviruddharthatvasiddheh: ;
tath
a hi ‘tasya nimittapars: :tih: ’ iti dharmapraman: anir
upan: am
: pratij~
n
aya pratham
adhy
ayena yat tatra praman: anir
upan: am
kr
tam,
tat
: :

t
avad viruddham; tatra hi ‘amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam
atadarth
an
am
ad anityam ucyate’ iti s
utren: a – amnayasya
: tasm
kr: tsnasy
api prayojanaparyavasanaya kriyarthatvavasyam
: bhavat


atadarth
an
am ‘v
ayavyam
s
vetam
a
labheta
bh
u
tik
a
mah
’
:
: ityadikriy
av
aky
anapeks: itatay
a kriyarthatvarahitanam anarthakyam
: nis: prayojana [241] tvam, tasm
at akriyarthavakyajatam apraman: am ucyate – ity
_
etadarthakena vedes: v arthavadanam apraman: yam asankya,
‘vidhina
tv ekav
akyatv
at stutyarthena vidhnam
syuh
’
iti
s
u
tren
a
–
siddh:
:
:
rthav
ad
an
am
vidhiv
a
kyena
ekav
a
kyatv
a
t
vidh
n
a
m
stutir
u
pen
:
:
: arthena saprayojan
ah: syuh: – ity etadarthakena tes: am
: vidhyekavakyataya
pr
am
an: yam upap
aditam arthavadadhikaran: e; audumbaradhikaran: e
’pi – ‘uktam
akyases: atvam’ iti arthavadadhikaran: oktartha: tu v
sm
aran: ena tad dr: d: hkr: tam; dharmavicarapratij~
naya brahmavic
aras
adh
aran: ye hi ‘tasya nimittapars: :tih: ’ iti dharmapraman: anir
upan: apratij~
n
api brahmapraman: anir
upan: asadharan:  syat; tatha sati
_ ayam
akriy
arth
an
am 
anarthakyasank
kes: am
:
: cid akriyarthanam
:
phalas
adhanay
ag
adividhises: atvena kes: am
cit
svatah: phalabh
uta:
brahmapratip
adakatvena ca praman: yam upapadyata iti vibhajya
pariharan: yam; evam anyatrapi praman: adhyayarthavirodho ’nusam
a ‘vipratipattau havis: a niyamyeta karman: as
: dheyah: ; tath
tadup
akhyatv
at’ ity 
a:s:tamikadhikaran: e aindrapurod: ases: u havih: sam

any
at agneyavidhyantah: , na tu devatasamanyat aindravidhyanta iti
nirn: ay
arthe pravr: tte – devatayah: sabdena uddesyamatrar
upatvena
gun: atv
at iti yuktih: jaiminyabhimata; tad api matam
vaiy
a
[242] sik:
amataviruddham – vaiyasikatantre devatadhikaran: e devatanam
:
y
agadese sam
anasya havirbhoktr: tvena pradhanyasya ca sam: nidh
arthitatv
at; tath
a ‘codana punar arambhah: ’ iti dvaitykadhikaran: e
karman: 
am ap
urvadv
ar
a phalasadhanatvam
: jaiminina samarthitam,
tad api ‘phalam ata upapatteh: ’ iti vaiyasikadhikaran: ena viruddham;
tatra karmop
asanapras
aditasya paramesvarasya phalapradatvasamarthan
at;
tasm
at sastrayor
eva
virodho
’sti;
brahmasam
as
apal
apaprayukto ’pi tayor asti virodhah: ; tatha hi – ‘tat
: ny
tvam asi’ ity
adibrahmavis: ayan: i vakyani jvam
: brahma bodhayantti
‘vidhin
a tv ekav
akyatv
at’ – iti akriyarthanam
: vidhises: atvoktya tes: am
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up
asan
avidhises: atvam uktam
upayuk: bhavati; tadupasanas ca krat

takartr: r
upadravyasam
sk
a
ratv
a
t
proks
an
a
diny
a
yena
kratu
ses: atam
:
: :
:
bhajante; kartr: m
atrasya laukikakriyasadharan: ye ’pi dehatmabh
aven
api laukikakriyopapatteh: ; ‘atmanam upasta’ ityadis: u
an
arabhy
adhtes: u
vedantes: u
upasanasam
uditasya
: skaryatvenan

atmanah: svarg
adibhoktr: yagadividhyaks: iptadehatiriktatmar
upatvena
avyabhicaritakratusam
: bandhitaya taddvara vakyapraman: ena ‘yad
eva vidyay
a karoti’ iti srutipraman: ena ca tasam
: kratusam
: bandhopapatteh: ; na ca apahatapapmatvadijvasam
: ½243 bhavitagun: 
amn
anena brahman: o jvad adhikatvasiddheh: tadupasananam
: na
kratuses: atvaprasaktir iti vacyam, akriyarthanam
vidhi
s
es
atvaniyam:
:
_ : kr: tva
asya jaiminyabhimatasya samanvayadhikaran: ena bhangam
_
ved
ant
an
am
atantryen: a upakramaditatparyalingena
ca brah: sv
matadgun: es: u
pr
am
an: ye
vyavasthapite
khalu
apahatap
apmatv
adigun: aih: jv
adhikam
brahma
sidhyet,
jaiminidr
s
t
y
a
:
: : : tes: am
:
vidhises: atve tath
abh
utagun: avarn: anasya jva eva stutyarthatven
anvayam
ko v
arayet; dr: syate hi kratvanvayitattadvast:
vasam
avitagun: avarn: anam
: bh
: tattanmantrarthavades: u – yatha ‘divam
agren: a m
a lekhr antariks: am
: madhyena ma him
: sh: pr: thivya
sam arcih prthivm
sam
bhava’,
‘dy
a
m
te
dh
u
mo
gacchatu
antarik
:
:
:
: :
:
bhasman
a pr: n: asva sv
ah
a’, ‘apahatapapmano va :rtavah: ’, ‘apo va idam
:
sarvam’ ity
adis: u; evam
: brahmapalape sati tatpraptyupayah: sam
: nyaso
’pi apalapito bhavati; ata eva karmanadhikarin: am andhap_ adn
angv
am
: katham
: cit gatyupanyasah: sam
: nyasa iti mmam
: saka

prav
adah: ; tasm
at sastrayor virodho nastti ayuktam; dharmasabdasya
brahmas
adh
aran: yavacanam api ayuktam, ‘te vadanti mahatmanam
:
kr: :sn: am
dharmam
san
a
tanam’
iti
bh
a
ratavacanasya
‘dharmo
vigra:
:
hav
an r
amah: ’ itivat stutyarthatvenapi upapatteh: ; tasmat madanum
anam
adhi [244] tam, tvadanumanam
: na b
: tu aprayojakam iti.
atha saptamı
na t
avat b
adhitam
urvatantre praman: yapratij~
naya
: madanumanam, p
_ ayas ca brahmapaakriy
arth
an
am 
anarthakyenapraman: yasank
rav
akyas
adh
aran: ye ’pi, kriyavises: arthavades: u vidhises: atvena sarthakatay
a pr
am
an: yaprak
aram uktva, brahmaparavakyes: u svatah:
purus: 
arthabrahmavis: ayataya kriyavidhises: atvam anapeks: ya svata
eva pr
am
an: yam iti tatpraman: yaprakaram anudgha:tya, tadvis: aye
g
ud: h
abhisam
ast jaiminir iti prathamadhyayodgha:titavirodha: dhir 
parih
arasam
bhav
a
t;
‘vipratipattau
havis: a
niyamyeta’
ity
:

a:s:tamik
adhikaran: asiddh
ante devataya gun: atvam
na
yuktih
,
dravya:
:
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sy
api gun: atv
avises: 
at; kim
: tu ‘karman: as tadupakhyatvat’ iti
s
utrases: okt
a – havisty
agar
upasya yagakarman: o havih: :su upalabhyam
anatv
at havih: s
amanyam
: balyah: , havir hi tyajamanam
upalabhyate, na devateti es: aiva m
ulayuktih: – ity a:s:tamikadhikaran: avirodhaparih
aral
abhat; ‘codana punar arambhah: ’ ity
adhikaran: e karman: 
am
: dvarasadbhavamatram uktam, na tv svarapras
adapraty
akhy
anena ap
urvam eva dvaram iti samarthitam iti
tadvirodhaparih
aral
abh
at; ‘vidhina tv ekavakyatvat’ ity atra vayuks: e [245] pis: :th
adiv
aky
anam eva vidhises: atvena praman: yam uktam,
_ aparina brahmaparav
aky
an
am iti; ata eva brahmapalapadisank
h
aral
abh
at bh
aratavacananusaren: a dharmasabdasya alaukikasreyah: s
adhanam
atrav
acitaya brahmasadharan: yasam
: bhave tatpravr: ttinimitte vihitatv
anus: :theyatvadivises: an: anupravesena brahmavyavr: ttasaktikalpanasya gauravaparahatataya bharatavacanasyastutyarthatvakalpan
anupapatteh: ; tasmat na badhitam
: madanumanam,
tvadanum
anam
tu
aprayojakam
eveti.
:
ath
a:s:tami kaks: y
a
pratham
adhy
ay
arthavirodhasamadhanam
: tavat ayuktam, ‘sama_
nyapratij~
n
an
apr
am
an: yasankayoh
s
a
dh
a
ran
:
: ye, kes: ucid akriyarthes: u
_ am
apr
am
an: yasank
parihr
tya
kes
ucit
g
u
d
h
:
:
:
: abhisam
: dhir ast iti kalpanasy
apah
asyatv
at; yah: khalu vidhyarthavadamantranamadheyatmakavedasya dharmapraman: yam
: saprakaram upapadya smr: ty
ac
arayor api tatra sam
bhavat
praman: yam upapadayamasa, sa
:
katham
jaiminih
brahmapram
a
n: avicarasadharan: yena dharma:
:
pram
an: avic
aram
naya brahmaparavedantabhagar
uparthava: pratij~
_ am udbhavya kriyasedas
adh
aran: yena 
anarthakyad apraman: yasank
arthav
adam
atre parih
aram aha, na tu brahmavis: ayavedantar
u:s
p
arthav
ades: u – iti katham idam asaram utpreks: an: am
ny
a
ya:
vidah: ½246 sraddadhran; kim
nayas tatp: ca dharmavicarapratij~
ram
an: a-vic
arapratij~
n
ay
as ca karmabrahmatadupasanadisadharan: ye
‘any
anarthaky
at’
iti
arthavadadhikaran: ap
urvapaks: as
utrasya
‘p
urn: 
ahuty
a sarv
an kaman avapnoti’ ity adikarmavidhiphal
arthav
adavat up
asanavidhiphalarthavada api vis: aya bhaveyuh: ,
tulyam
anarthakyacodyam – yadi ‘sarvam
: hi tes: v api any
: s ca lokan



apnoti sarv
am
s
ca
k
a
m
a
n
yas
tam
a
tm
a
nam
anuvidya
vijanati’ iti
:
praj
apatividy
aphal
arthav
ado ’pi vivaks: itarthah: syat, tarhi ‘so’ snute
sarv
an k
am
an’ iti kevalam
: sarvakamavaptyarthatvena srutanandamaya-brahmop
asan
a, ‘tes: am
: sarves: u lokes: u kamacaro bhavati’ iti
sruta daharopasana ca vyartha
kevalam
sarvalok
a
v
a
ptyarthatvena
:
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sy
at; yadi uktop
asan
abhih: sarvalokakamavaptisahita muktih: , tarhi
vasurudr
adityamaruts
adhyatattulyabhogamatrapraptisahitamuktiphal
a madhuvidy
a g
arhapatyadilokatrayapraptip
urvakamuktiphalopakosalavidy
a
lokavises: apraptitatratyabhogarahitakevalamuktiphal
aks: ar
adividy
a ca anarthika syat; yadi sakalavis: ayabhogaviraktam
anandaikaprepsum upasanadhikarin: am
: brahm
: prati lokavise-s: apr
aptih: tatratyabhogas ca na phalam, kim
tu
svepsitapha:
lapr
aptau antar
ayam
atram iti is: yate, tada nirantarayavilambitepsitaphala [247] pr
apakatvena aks: aradividyah: sruta iti atathabh
uta
madhuvidy
adayo ’narthikah: syuh: ; yadi aniyatakalarambhatvena
y
avajjvikatvena ca aniyatakalapariman: ah:
ny
unadhikagun: ah:
ny
un
adhikavarn: 
asramadharmanugr: htas ca sarva api brahmavidya
avisis: :tamuktiphal
ah: , tada gun: atah: karmatah: kalato va adhika
anarthik
ah: syuh: ; yadi ‘nira~
njanah: paramam
: samyam upaiti’ ityadayo
vidy
aphal
arthav
ad
a vivaks: itarthah: syuh: , tada mukter api vaidhaphalatvapr
aptau ‘sarvebhyah: kamebhyo darsap
urn: amasau’,
‘sarvebhyah: k
amebhyo jyotis: :tomah: ’ iti sarvakamyavakyayoh:
tatsam
ahakatvam
api
syad
iti
sakr: tprayuktabhyam
: gr
:
darsap
urn: am
as
abhy
am
sakr
tprayuktena
jyotis
t
omena
v
a
muktisiddheh
:
:
::
:
sakalavarn: 
asramas
ahityena yavajjvam anus: :theyah: sarva api brahmop
asan
ah: anarthik
ah: syuh: – ity evam anyanarthakyas
utrasya sarvavis: ayatve ca sarvas
adharan: ena pariharen: a s
utritena bhavitavyam;
karmavidhyarthav
adam
atravis: ayatvam eva ca pariharas
utran: am
:
dr: syate ‘sarvatvam 
adhikarikam’, ‘phalasya karmanis: patteh: tes: am
:
lokavat parim
an: atah: phalavises: ah: syat’ iti; tatra adyas
utren: a ‘vidya
prasam
a’ iti p
urvas
utratah: prasam
urn: ahu: s
: sapadanuvr: ttiyuktena p

tiv
akye yat k
amasarvatvam, tat prasam
s
a
m
a
tram,
na
tu
s
a
ks
a
t
phalam,
:
:
agnisam
arasya [248] ca p
urn: ahuteh: phalanapeks: atvat, prasam
: sk
: sar

tham up
adyam
anak
amasarvatvam adhikarikam, p
urn: ahutyanantaram agnisiddhau saty
am eva hi nanaphales: u karmasu adhikriyate
purus: ah: ; tes: 
am
anam
urn: ahutyadhneti tat phal: phal
: siddhih: p

asarvatvam
p
u
rn
a
hutiphalatvena
pra
s
am
:
:
: sartham upadyate; na ca
agnis
adhyakarmaphalagrahan: ena
sarvakamavaptisadhanataya
sakyate,
akasagamyamarakp
urn: 
ahutih:
prasam
na
: situm
:
_
any
al
abh
adeh: agnis
adhyakarmaphalatvabhavad iti sankyam,
yatah:
p
urn: 
ahutiv
akye sarvatvam adhikarapeks: am – yavat phalajatam
:
karmavidhiv
akyes: v adhikr: tam, tavaty eva sam
: kucitavr: tti, sarvaudano ’nena bhuktah: – ityadau prakaran: adina sam
: kocadarsanat ity
ayam artha ucyate; na ca ittham
: prasam
: sarthatvam ‘so ’snute sarvan
_ kk
am
an’ ity
adis: u r
atrisatrarthavadavat phalasamarpakes: u ang

artum
s
akyam;
dvit
yas
u
tren
a
agnihotratah
svargasiddheh
:
:
:
:
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_ apariharaya kr: :sinyayena
is: :tisom
ady
anarthakyam – ityadisank
_ a tavat
karmabh
uyastv
at phalabh
uyastvam ucyate; tatra sank
up
asan
abh
age ’pi sam
an
a; tatpariharah: siddhantabhage na dr: syate; na hi
tatra karmabh
uyastv
at phalabh
uyastvanyayah: pravartate; ‘tatha
phal
abh
av
at’ iti s
utroktam ucyamanaphalabhavar
upam apraman: yak
aran: am ‘sobhate ’sya mukham
ya
evam
veda’
[249] ityadikar:
:
mak
an: d: agataphal
arthavadasya ‘caks: us: yah: sruto bhavati’ ityadibrahmak
an: d: agataphal
arthavadasya ca sadharan: am, karmakan: d: agat
arthav
ada eva pariharas
utram
: dr: syate; ‘vidya-prasam
: sa’ iti

sobvidus: o mukham evam
gargatrir
a
trabr
a
hman
a
rthavedanenaiva
:
:
hate, na vanit
amukhaval lavan: yena iti vidya prasasyata iti;
n
ayam
arah: ‘caks: us: yah: sruto bhavati’ ity atra pravartate,
: parih
caks: us: yatvasrutatvayoh:
jyotirvidyaphalatvabhyupagamat;
evam
any
anarthaky
adis
utr
an: 
am avarjanye tattadupasanavidhiphalarthav
adas
adh
aran: ye tattatsiddhantas
utran: am
: karmavidhiphalarthavadavis: ay
an: 
am eva grathane ’pi, jaimineh: kvacit pariharodgha:tanam
: kvacid abhisam
uhanam ity evam
gatyasrayan: am
kasya
: dhinig
:
:
atmopasananam
n
apah
asyam;
tasm
at
kratuses: atvatapapas:
lokasravan: 
adivat tatphalarthavada avivaks: itarthah: ity abhipretya
_ a tatpariharas ca tes: u na pravartitah: ; ata eva
any
anarthakyasank
vedos: ar
a ved
ant
a iti vicaran: yabhavat asaratvabhiprayojaiminy
an
am
ada iti prathamadhyayarthavirodhasamadhanam
: prav
:
t
avad ayuktam eva; tathaiva a:s:tamikadhikaran: avirodhasam
adh
anam api; tatra hi – havis: o dr: syamanatve ’pi yagasyadevat
ar
adhanar
upatv
at devataiva prasanna phaladatr pradhanabh
uta;
_ aniraatah: [250] tats
am
anyam
: havih: samanyat balya iti sank
karan: 
artham
utram – ‘gun: atvena devatasrutih: ’ iti; na caitad abh: s
yuccayaparatvena yojayitum
: sakyam, navamadhyaye jaiminina ‘devat
a v
a prayojayed atithivad bhojanasya tadarthatvat’ iti s
utren: a
yath
a atithip
uj
atmakam atithyam atithiprtyartham
: sat atithipradh
anam – evam
ujatmakam
: devap
: yajanam api devataprtyartham
:
sad eva devat
apradh
anam, saiva ca prta devata phaladatrti
p
urvapaks: am
a ‘api va sabdap
urvatvat yaj~
nakarma pradhanam
: kr: tv
:
sy
at gun: atvena devat
asrutih: ’ iti s
utren: a na devatapradhanam
: yajanam; tad eva ap
urvadv
ara phalajanakam; na tu havis: a prta devata;
tasy
as tu dravyoddesyataya yagopasarjanatvenaiva srutir iti siddh
antam abhidh
aya, ‘atithau tatpradhanatvam abhavah: karman: i
sy
at tasya prtipradh
anatvat’ iti s
utren: a atithyavais: amyam
: yajane
darsitam – 
atithyam atithiprtividhanam – yatha atithih: pryate tatha
kartavyatay
a vihitam iti tad atithipradhanam
: yujyate, karman: i tu
n
asti prtividh
anam – yatha devata pryate tatha karma kartavyam
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iti; ato na devat
apradhanam
: yajanam iti kan: :thata eva devat
apr
adh
anyasya nir
akr: tatvat; etena ‘codana punar arambhah: ’ ity
adhikaran: avi [251] rodhasamadhanam api nirastam, jaiminina devat
apr
adh
anye spas: :tam
: nirakr: te ‘codana punar arambhah: ’ ityadhikaran: e vy
akhy
atr: bhih: vyavahr: tam ap
urvam eva dvaram
: jaiminer api
abhimatam iti avadh
aran: 
at; brahmatatpraptyarthasam
ny
: asapalapavirodhasam
adh
anam api ayuktam, brahmavis: ayavakyanam
: kartr: sam
:_
sk
arar
upakarm
angop
asanavis: ayajvatmasvar
upasamarpakatvam
abhyupagacchatah: jaimineh: mate brahman: i praman: abhavenaiva
taddvay
apal
apasiddher anivaryatvat; ata eva arthavadadhikaran: e
v
artikak
araih: ‘v
ayur vai ks: epis: :tha’ ityadyarthavadanam
: vidhises: atvasamarthan
anantaram uktam – etena upanis: adam api nair
_ : yam
ak
anks
akhy
atam iti; yat tu vartikakaraih: vyakaran: adhikaran: e
: vy
param
atmop
asan
avidhitatphalavacanany udahr: tya tasam
: svatantryen: a abhyudayanih: sreyasasadhanatvam uktam, tat sarvadha
brahm
apal
apabhr
un: 
am
: tes: am eva mans: ikaya pravr: ttam, na tu
s
utrak
ar
abhimatatay
a, jaiminyavaiyasikas
utran: am
sphut: aviro:
dhasya darsitatv
at; yat tu pravr: ttinimittagauravapariharartham
:
dharmasabdasya brahmasadharan: yavasyam
bh
a
v
a
t
bh
a
ratavacan:
asya stutyarthatvam
: na kalpyata iti; tatredam uttaram – addha tasya
stutyarthatvam
: na kalpyam, kim
: tu kr: :sn: astutiprakaran: ad eva siddham; tat dharmasabdasya alaukikasreyah: sadhanamatravacitayam
:
na nirva [252] hati; tad
a hi anus: :thatr: tvena alaukikasreyah: sadhananam
:
jv
atman
am
utanam anyes: am
unam
: nimittatvena tathabh
: ca bah
:
dharmasabdah: s
adh
aran: a iti tadvacyatvoktya bhagavatah: ka stutir
labhyate; tasm
ad ud
ahr: tabharatavacanasvarasyaprasiddhyartham
_ kartavyam –
eva dharmasabdasya y
ag
adikarmamatravacitvam ang
dharmasam
sth
a
pan
a
rtham
avat
rn
o
bhagav
a
n
s
a
ks
:
:
: at svayam eva
dharmah: ity ukty
a stuto bhavati; astu va yathakatham
: cit
dharmasabdasya brahman: y api vr: ttih: ; tathapi dharmajij~
nasas
utroktah: dharmasabdah: ‘dharmam
utragata iva
: jaiminir ata eva’ iti s
brahmavy
avr: tta eva gr
ahyah: , ‘codanalaks: an: o ’rtho dharmah: ’ iti
vic
aryatvena pratij~
n
atasya dharmasya codanalaks: an: atvokteh: ; ‘cudapreran: e’ iti dh
atoh: nis: panno hi codanasabdah: pravartakavacanam

acas: :te; tasm
at codan
a dharme saks: at praman: am; tattaccodan
asam
nidhy
a
mn
a
t
a
ni
siddharthabodhakani vacanani stutyadi:
dv
ar
a tattaccodanaikavakyataya tatra praman: ani; pradhanavidhyekav
akyes: v eva r
atrisatradyarthavades: u sr
uyaman: am
: phalam
:
_
vidhyapeks: itatv
at vivaks: itam; kartr: sam
: skaratvena karmangeatmop
asanes: u sr
uyaman: am
:su 
: tu phalam
: vidhyanapeks: itatvat na
vivaks: itam ityabhipr
ayen: aiva na tes: u jaiminina anyanarthakyadi-
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dos: aparih
ar
as cintit
ah: ; bhagavan badara [253] yan: as tu ks: ayis: n: us
atisay
abhyudayaphalam
yagadir
upam
dharmam eva saka:
:
laved
artham
manv
a
nah
jaiminih
upakram
adyavagamitamahatat:
:
:
p
aryasakalaved
antapraman: akam
: brahma nityaniratisayapurus: arthar
upamuktiphal
ani tadupasanani karman: am
: tatsadhanasahakari

bh
avam
ca
n
a
j~
n
a
s
t
–
ity
etad
a
locya
jaimin
yapary
alocanena loko ma
:
momuhat iti lok
anugrahaya ‘athato brahmajij~
nasa’ ityadisastram
:
pran: in
aya – iti asty eva jaiminyabadarayan: yayoh: sastrayoh: mahan
virodhah: ; atah: tayor aikasastryasam
: bhavat badhitam
: tvadanum
anam, madanum
anam
tu
n
a
prayojakam,
ks
ayis
n
us
a
ti
sayapha:
: ::

lam
y
a
g
a
dikam
eva
vic
a
ryatvena
pratij~
n
a
tavatah
tantre
tadanyasya
:
:
vic
aryatv
ayog
at; na ca karmanyatve ’pi y
upahavanyagodohan
adn
am
upapraman: adibhir vicaro dr: :s:ta iti tadvat bra: svar
hman: o ’pi devat
atvena yagadyanvayasadbhavat hetvasiddhih: ,
devat
ay
ah: tyajyam
anadravyoddesyatve ’pi tadvacakasabdasyaiva
ucc
aran: 
arthakr: tir
up
anus: :thanavis: ayatvena
tasyah:
tadvis: a
yatv
abh
av
at; etena jaiminye vicaryaparasya dharmasabdasya
karmaparatvena s
aks: 
at brahmasparsitve ’pi upasanar
upakarmaparatvasy
apraty
akheyatay
a
tadvis: ayaphalar
upabrahmasparsitvam
avarjanyam iti pratij~
nasadharan: yat yathakatham
: cit virodham
_ a nirasta,
avadh
uya aikas
astryam
: [254] samarthanyam ity api sank
dharmasabdasya uttaras
utrajataparyalocanaya ks: ayis: n: usatisayabhyudayaphalakarmam
atraparatvasya uktatvat; asti hi dharmasabdasya
tath
abh
utakarmam
atre ’pi vaidikah: prayogah: – ‘anyatra dharmad
anyatr
adharm
ad anyatr
asmat kr: takr: tat / anyatra bh
utac ca bhavyac
ca yat tat pasyasi tad vada’ iti; ayam
: kat: havallmantrah:
ks: ayis: n: us
atisayaphalas
adhanakarmatatsadhyaphalatatsadhakakartr: vilaks: an: as
adhanas
adhyasadhakatrayapara iti matadvaye ’pi
sam
anam; ‘tray
an: 
am eva caivam upanyasah: prasnas ca’ iti s
utre
paraih: uktatrayal
abh
artham ittham ayam
: mantro vyakhyatah:
– dharmo ’bhyudayaphalakayagadih: , tato ’nyatra tadvilaks: an: am
:
s
adhanam, adharmo dharmad itarah: tatsadhyah: svargadir abhyudayah: , tato ’nyatra tadvilaks: an: am
: sadhyam asmat, buddhisam
: nihitat
y
ag
adis
adhak
at s
am
arikaphalapran: avat purus: ad anyatra tadvi: s
laks: an: am
s
a
dhakam
:
: ca – iti yat tat sadhanaditrayam
: pasyasi,
kr: t
akr: t
at bh
ut
ac ca bhavyac ceti dharmadnam
tray
an: am api
:
vises: an: am, kr: t
akr: tam
pr
a
rabdh
a
parisam
a
ptam
yat
prak
a
ram
ucyate,
:
:
tena bh
utabhavis: yadvartamanatmakat prasiddhasadhanadeh: vilaks: an: am
adhan
aditrayam
: s
: vada ity uktam
: bhavati; yad va anyatra
dharm
ad anyatr
adharmat – iti prasiddhapun: yapapayor asadhanaprasnah: , anyatr
asm
at kr: takr: tat [255] bh
utac ca bhavyac ceti
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bh
utabhavis: yadvartam
anatmakanityasadhyetaranityasadhyaprasnah: ,
s
adhakaprasnasya tu s
adhyaprasna evantarbhavah: , sadhakasyapi
nityatv
at; s
adhyakot: itv
ac ceti; tatra adharmasabdasya pape prasiddhasya dharmaphalasvargadiphalatvena, asmat ity asya
kr: t
akr: tavises: an: abh
avena pratyamanasya vibhidya svayam eva
s
adhakatvena, kr: t
akr: t
ad ity asya asmat ity etadvises: yabhavena
pratyam
anasya dharm
adisarvavises: an: atvena, bh
utac ca bhavyac ca
ity anayoh: pr: thak anyatrasabdayogat svatantryen: a pratyamanayoh:
dharm
adisarvavises: an: atvena ca yojana klis: :teti prathamaprakare
dos: ah: ; dvityaprak
are sadhakaprasnalabho dos: ah: , nityatvena
pr
apyakot: itvena ca dvityaprasnasam
: grahtatvabhyupagame yagadiphalas
adhakavilaks: an: asadhakalabhah:
yagadiphalasadhakasyapi
nityatvena
bh
utabhavis: yadvartamananyatvar
upasam
: grahakakrod: kr: tatv
at, apahatap
apmatvadyavirbhavavisis: :tatvena muktasyeva
svarg
adivisis: :tatvena pr
apyatvac ca; tasmat anupapanna parakya
yojaneti, t
am upeks: ya asmabhih: anya :rjv yojana darsita, prathamap
adena yat balavadanis: :tananubandhiks: ayis: n: usatisayaphalam, yac
ca tadanubandhi tath
abh
utaphalam, tadubhayavilaks: an: am
: sadhanam upanyastam, dvityapadena ‘plava hy ete ’dr: d: ha yaj~
nar
upa
as: :t
adasoktam avaram
[256]
yes
u
karma/etac
chreyo
ye
’bhinandanti
:
:
m
ud: h
a jar
amr: ty
u te punar evapiyanti’ – ityadimantrantaraninditay
ag
adis
adhakavilaks: an: ah: sadhaka upanyastah: ; tatra kr: takr: tat ity
asya kr: tam apy akr: tam akr: taprayam
: yasya tasmad iti vyakhya,
tr: tyap
adena svarg
adis
adhyavilaks: an: am
: sadhyam upanyastam, tatra
cak
ar
abhy
am
utabhavyanvitabhyam
utabhavyobhayakarasya
: bh
: bh
vartam
anasya sam
: grahah: , evam –
anyatradharmamanuna prathitetares: u
prasnatraye karan: asadhakatatphales: u /
padatrayen: a suvace kramaso nibaddhe
klisanti tam
artham //
: kim iti tatparayojan

iti matadvaye ’pi tatra dharmasabdah: ks: ayis: n: usatisayaphalakarmam
atrapara iti nirviv
adam; kim
: ca tathavidhaprayogadarsane ’pi
agrimavyavah
ar
anus
aren: a tavanmatraparatvam
jaiminyaprayo:
gasya t
av
an eva dharmo nanyo ’stti bhrantikr: ta kalpayitum
: sakyam;
dr: :s:tam
hi
‘ath
a
to
dharmam
vy
a
khy
a
sy
a
mah
’
iti
kan
utre
:
:
:
: adas
vic
aryaparasya dharmasabdasya agrimas
utranusaren: a kim
: ciddharmaparatvam; agre hi y
agadyanus: :thanaprakaro na cintitah: ; kim
: tu
s: as: :th: 
adhy
aye pratham
ahnike danapra [257] tigrahadharmas cintitah: ,
dvity
ahnikena c
atur
asramyadharmah: kiyan api cintitah: sam
: graha-
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tah: ; tasm
at yuktam
nanasya na brahma: dharmavicarapratij~
vic
aras
adh
aran: yam iti siddham. atrayam
matadvayasam
:
: ks: epah: –
jatidravyagun: anvayi dharmatvam
: brahman: o ’pi samavetam /
tadupasanakriyaya nih: sam
: deham
: ca dharmatvam //1//
arapratij~
n
anam /
tat saks: ad gocarayed dharmavic
svargadivad vicaryah: kriyaphalatvena v
a brahma //2//
ity aikasastryam ubhayor mmam
as
astrayor yad 
asthis: ata /
: s
tatrasam apanetum
: pratibodhanam
: kriyate //3//
: tes: am
bhavadabhimatar
upam
: brahma tattadvaco hi
spr: sati yadi vicaryam
urvatantrapratij~
n
a/
: p
kim iti na bhavitavyam
arais tad 
ast
am
: tadvic
nanu pariharan: yam
: sarvadha tadviruddham //4//
laks: as
utragatacodanapadam
: prerakam
: vidhipadam
: hi nojjhati /
akriyarthavacasam anarthatam arthav
adanayap
urvapaks: at
am //5//
arthavadavacasam anarthata paryah
ari vidhises: abh
avatah: //
tat kim agamavacam
: tava samam
: hi tes: v api //
: si na spr: sec codanam
na spr: sed yadi tato hi jaiminih: sa svayam
an: i s
utrayet /
: phalapar
[258] atra g
ud: ham abhisam
a //7//
: dhim alpadhr asya kalpayati kena hetun
ittham
ud: habhisam
: g
: dhih: kiyati tu vis: aye kalpanyo mahars: er
anyanarthakyayuktyady api hi viphalatokty
adis
adh
aran: am
: te /
kr: tsnam
ane
: dharmapraman: am
: kalayitum anasam
: laks: an: e tanyam
smr: tyacaradi tadvat smr: tipatham agamat kim
antabh
agah: //8//
: nu ved
atra nirbharam asakyasam
: vare prasphut: e pran: ava eva visvare /
sraddadhta ka iveha tavakm aikamatyakr: tikatthan
am
: tayoh: //9//
as: :tame ca navame ca devatam adhvares: u gun: am 
aha jaiminih: /
svapradhanam atha badarayan: as tatra v
a parihr: tih: krameta k
a //10//
dvaram
urvam
apras
ada iti /
: yagadnam
: yad ap
: devat
vais: amyam
api //11//
: tatrapi pravartate naiva parihr: tih: k
tasmat p
urvatra tantre ks: ayaniyataphalah: k
amik
aryo vic
aryo
ce /
dharmas tatraiva vedam
anam u
: sakalam api munir jaiminir m
etat karmaikanis: :thair gurukr: tam ahitam
tanmatam
bodhayis
yan
:
:
:
brahmaj~
nanaya s
utran: y akuruta bhagav
an pun: d: ark
aks: a eva //12//
iti tantrayor virodhe pradhanabh
ut
arthaphalasam
alambe /
astryav
art
api //13//
jagrati na dhs: u vidus: am
: labhate padam aikas
ABBREVIATIONS

AB

ADS
BAU
BS
CU
KS
KU
MS
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Aitareya Brahman
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Upanis: ad
: haka Sam
Kat
: hita
Kat: ha Upanis: ad
 am
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Mim
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